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1. PURPOSE





This policy outlines how The Sheridan College Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning (“Sheridan”) will comply with the requirements of the Integrated Accessibility Standards, O. Reg. 191/11 (“IAS”) issued under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005 (“AODA”).





2. SCOPE





This policy applies to the provision of goods, services or facilities to persons with disabilities that are members of the Sheridan community or third parties to which Sheridan provides goods, services or facilities. Examples of such individuals includes, but is not limited to, current or prospective students, alumni, visitors, and representatives from other organizations (e.g. government or private sector), contractors, researchers, event attendees, guest lecturers, etc.





As required by the IAS, sections of this policy apply to Sheridan’s employment practices, to certain elements of Sheridan’s property and facilities, and where Sheridan provides certain transportation services.





All Sheridan employees, agents, volunteers, students or others who are responsible for delivering goods, services or facilities by, or on behalf of Sheridan to members of the Sheridan Community, are required to comply with this policy. All departments or areas of Sheridan have a shared responsibility to implement this policy operationally or through policies, practices or procedures.


All Sheridan policies and procedures related to the provision of Sheridan goods, services or facilities must also comply with the Customer Service Standard and the IAS.





The AODA and the IAS do not diminish Sheridan’s legal obligations toward persons with disabilities that arise under the Human Rights Code1 or any other Act or which are otherwise imposed by law. If two laws conflict, the provision that provides the highest level of accessibility for persons with disabilities is the law that will be followed (AODA, Section 38).





3. DEFINITIONS


Accessible Formats: May include but not limited to large print, recorded audio and electronic formats, Braille, and other formats usable by persons with disabilities.


Communications: The interaction between two or more persons or entities, or any combination of them, where information is provided, sent or received.


Communication Supports: May include but not limited to captioning, alternative and augmentative communication supports, plain language, sign language and other supports that facilitate effective communications.


Conversion ready: An electronic or digital format that facilitates conversion into an accessible format.


Disability: (a) any degree of physical disability, infirmity, malformation or disfigurement that is caused by bodily injury, birth defect or illness and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, includes diabetes mellitus, epilepsy, a brain injury, any degree of paralysis, amputation, lack of physical co-ordination, blindness or visual impediment, deafness or hearing impediment, muteness or speech impediment, or physical reliance on a guide dog or other animal or on a wheelchair or other remedial appliance or device,(b) a condition of mental impairment or a developmental disability,(c) a learning disability, or a dysfunction in one or more of the processes involved in understanding or using symbols or spoken language,(d) a mental disorder, or(e) an injury or disability for which benefits were claimed or received under the insurance plan established under the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997.


Educators: Employees who are involved in program or course design, delivery and instruction.


Guide Dog: A “guide dog” is a dog trained as a guide for a blind person, and which has the qualifications prescribed under the Blind Persons’ Rights Act


Kiosk: An interactive electronic terminal, including a point-of-sale device, intended for public use that allows users to access one or more services or products or both.

















1 The Human Rights Code prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability (and other protected grounds) in respect of goods, services or facilities, accommodations, contracts, employment and vocational organizations.





 (
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Service Animal: An animal is a service animal for a person with a disability, if:


(a) the animal can be readily identified as one that is being used by the person for reasons relating to the person’s disability, as a result of visual indicators such as the vest or harness worn by the animal; or


(b) the person provides documentation from one of the following regulated health professionals confirming that the person requires the animal for reasons relating to the disability:


(i) A member of the College of Audiologists and Speech-Language Pathologists of Ontario.


(ii) A member of the College of Chiropractors of Ontario.


(iii) A member of the College of Nurses of Ontario.


(iv) A member of the College of Occupational Therapists of Ontario.


(v) A member of the College of Optometrists of Ontario.


(vi) A member of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario.


(vii) A member of the College of Physiotherapists of Ontario.


(viii) A member of the College of Psychologists of Ontario.


(ix) A member of the College of Registered Psychotherapists and Registered Mental Health Therapists of Ontario.


Support Person: In relation to a person with a disability, another person who accompanies him or her in order to help with communication, mobility, personal care or medical needs, or with access to goods, services or facilities.


Other definitions commonly accepted in practice:


Assistive Devices: Devices and technologies that increase mobility, hearing, vision and communication capacities of persons with disabilities.





4. POLICY STATEMENT





To deliver a premier, purposeful educational experience in an environment renowned for creativity and innovation, Sheridan shall at all times undertake reasonable efforts to provide goods, services or facilities in a way that respects the dignity and independence of persons with disabilities. Sheridan is also committed to providing persons with disabilities the same opportunity to access Sheridan goods, services or facilities and allowing them to benefit from these same services, in the same place and in a similar way as that given to other persons.





Sheridan is committed to the reasonable provision of Sheridan goods, services or facilities to all persons, including persons with disabilities. Sheridan will carry out its responsibilities to meet the accessibility needs of persons with disabilities in a timely manner in the following areas:


4. 1 Use of Assistive Devices





Persons with disabilities may use Assistive Devices to access Sheridan goods; services or facilities and Sheridan will facilitate use of such Assistive Devices, as needed.


4.2 Communication





Communication occurs in a variety of ways – in person, by phone, in writing and online. Sheridan communicates with persons with disabilities in ways that take into account their disability, using a consultative approach.


4.3 Use of Guide Dogs or Service Animals


Persons with disabilities accompanied by a guide dog or service animal may access Sheridan owned or operated premises that are open to the public or other third parties, and may keep the guide dog or service animal with them except where excluded by law.


Where law excludes the guide dog or service animal, other options are to be made available to ensure the owner has access to Sheridan goods, services or facilities.. Where the guide dog or service animal may affect the health and safety of other persons, Sheridan shall discuss the situation with both parties and make every effort to meet the needs of both parties.


4.4 Use of Support Persons


Persons with disabilities accompanied by a support person may access Sheridan owned or operated premises that are open to the public or other third parties.


Where the assistance of a support person is required by a person with a disability they must not be prevented from having access to the support person.


Before Sheridan requires a person with a disability to be accompanied by a support person for health and safety reasons, Sheridan will consult with the person with a disability to understand their needs, consider health or safety reasons based upon available evidence and determine whether there is no other reasonable way to protect the health and safety of the person with a disability and the health or safety of others on the Sheridan premises.


Where a Sheridan department or area charges an entry fee, the department or area will ensure that notice is given in advance about the amount, if any, payable in respect of the support person. Sheridan will not charge an entry fee to a support person in any case where Sheridan requires the presence of the support person in accordance with the previous paragraph.


4.5 Notice of Temporary Disruptions





Notice of temporary disruptions of Sheridan facilities or services usually used by persons with disabilities is provided as far in advance, or as soon as possible, as is reasonable in the circumstances, and will include:





· The reason for the disruption;





· The anticipated duration of the disruption; and


· Information identifying alternative facilities or services, if any that may be available.





4.6 Training





4.6.1 Training





Sheridan ensures that appropriate training is provided to (1) all employees and volunteers, (2) to those persons who develop and approve Sheridan policies, practices and procedures, and (3) any other person who provides goods services or facilities on behalf of Sheridan.


Appropriate training includes a review of the purposes of the AODA, and the requirements of the IAS and the Human Rights Code as it pertains to persons with disabilities, and includes specific training on the Customer Service Standards of the IAS, and including the following:


· How to interact and communicate with persons with various types of disability;


· How to interact with persons with disabilities who use an assistive device or require the assistance of a guide dog, service animal or support person to access Sheridan goods, services or facilities;


· How to use equipment and/or assistive devices available on Sheridan premises or otherwise provided by Sheridan that may help with the provision of goods, services or facilities to people with disabilities;


· What to do if a person with a disability is having difficulty accessing Sheridan goods, services or facilities; and


· Sheridan’s policies, practices and procedures relating to the Customer Service Standards of the IAS.


Training is provided in a way that best suits their actual duties.


4.6.2 Training to educators





Sheridan shall provide Educators with relevant accessibility awareness training related to accessible program or course delivery and instruction.





4.6.3 Records of Training





Sheridan keeps records of the training provided under Section 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 including the dates on which the training is provided and the number of individuals to whom it is provided, in accordance with Sheridan’s Record and Information Management Policy and Retention Schedules.





4.7 Accessibility plan





Sheridan establishes, implements, maintains and documents a multi-year accessibility plan (“the plan”), which outlines Sheridan’s strategy to prevent and remove barriers and meet its requirements under the IAS.





The plan is on the Sheridan website. Sheridan will undertake a review and update the plan in consultation with the Sheridan Accessibility Advisory Committee every two years.





An annual status report on the progress of measures taken to implement the plan is posted on the Sheridan website.





The plan and annual status report are available in an accessible format upon request.





4.8 Procuring or acquiring goods, services or facilities





Sheridan incorporates accessibility design, criteria and features when procuring or acquiring goods, services or facilities, except where it is not practicable to do so.





Where Sheridan determines it is not practicable to incorporate accessibility design, criteria and features, Sheridan will provide an explanation upon request.





4.9 Self-service kiosks





Sheridan incorporates accessibility features when designing, procuring or acquiring self- service kiosks.





4.10 Feedback Process





Sheridan maintains a feedback process so that members of the public are able to comment on the provision of goods, services or facilities to persons with disabilities by visiting	Sheridan’s	Accessibility	web	site	at: www.sheridancollege.ca/about/accessibility.aspx.





The feedback process allows for comments in person, by telephone, in writing or by electronic text, or otherwise and will specify the actions that will be taken by Sheridan if a complaint is received.





Sheridan will ensure that all other feedback processes are accessible to persons with disabilities by providing or arranging for the provision of accessible formats and communication supports, upon request.





4.11 Accessible formats and communication supports





Sheridan will, upon request, provide or arrange for the provision of accessible formats and communication supports for persons with disabilities in a timely manner that takes into account a person’s accessibility needs due to disability, and at a cost that is no more than the regular cost charged to other persons. Sheridan will consult with the person making the request in determining the suitability of an accessible format or communication support and assess the reasonableness of the request.





4.12 Emergency procedure, plans or public safety information





Sheridan will provide any emergency procedures, plans or public safety information that it makes available to the public, in an accessible format or with appropriate communication supports, upon request.





4.13 Accessible websites and web content





Sheridan will work toward making its websites and web content conform to the Worldwide Web Consortium’s Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), initially at WCAG 2.0 Level A and increasing to WCAG 2.0 Level AA by January 1, 2021.





4.14 Educational and training resources and materials, etc.





On notification of need Sheridan will provide:





· Educational or training resources or materials in an accessible format that takes into account the person’s accessibility needs due to disability by procuring through purchase or obtaining by other means an accessible or conversion ready electronic format of the educational or training resources or materials, where available, or, where that is not possible, arranging for the provision of a comparable resource in an accessible or conversion ready electronic format; and





· Student records and information on program requirements, availability and descriptions in an accessible format to persons with disabilities.





4.15 Producers of Educational or training material – Textbooks and Printed Materials and Educational or training supplementary learning resources





Sheridan will, upon request, make accessible or conversion ready versions of textbooks or supplementary print-based learning material produced by Sheridan.





4.16 Libraries of educational and training institutions – Print based resources or materials and Digital or Multimedia resources or materials





Where available and upon request, the Sheridan library shall provide, procure or acquire by other means an accessible or conversion ready format of print-based resources or materials for a person with a disability.





Beginning January 1, 2020, this standard will apply to digital and multimedia resources or materials as well.





This requirement does not apply to special collections, archival materials, rare books and donations.





4.17 Employment Standards





4.17.1 Employee Recruitment





Sheridan:





· Notifies its employees and the public about the availability of accommodation for applicants with disabilities in the recruitment process;





· Notifies job applicants when they are individually selected to participate in an assessment or selection process that accommodations are available upon request in relation to the materials or processes to be used; and





· Consults with the applicant to provide or arrange for the provision of a suitable accommodation that takes into account the applicant’s accessibility needs due to disability.





4.17.2 Notice to successful applicants





When making offers of employment, Sheridan notifies the successful applicant of Sheridan’s policies for accommodating employees with disabilities.





4.17.3 Informing employees of supports





Sheridan informs employees of its policies used to support its employees with disabilities including those on the provision of job (workplace) accommodations that take into account an employee’s accessibility needs due to disability.





This information is provided to new employees as soon as practicable after they begin their employment with Sheridan.





Updated information will be provided to employees whenever there is a change to existing policies on the provision of job (workplace) accommodations.





4.17.4 Accessible formats and communication supports for employees





When requested by an employee with a disability, Sheridan consults with the employee to provide or arrange for the provision of accessible formats and communication supports for information that is needed to perform the employee’s job and information generally available to employees in the workplace.





4.17.5 Workplace emergency response information





Sheridan provides individualized workplace emergency response information to employees who have a disability, if the disability is such that the individualized information is necessary and Sheridan is aware of the need for accommodation due to the employee’s disability.





The information required is provided as soon as practicable after Sheridan becomes aware of the need for accommodation.





Individualized workplace emergency response information is reviewed when:





· An employee moves to a different location;


· An employee’s overall accommodation needs or plans are reviewed; and


· When Sheridan reviews its general emergency response policies.





4.17.6 Documented individual accommodation plans





The Sheridan “Workplace Accommodation” policy and procedure outlines a written process for the development of documented individual accommodation plans for employees with disabilities. The process includes the elements outlined in section 28(2) of the IAS.





4.17.7 Return to work process





The Sheridan “Return to Work “ policy and procedure outline a return to work process for employees who have been absent from work due to disability and require disability- related accommodations to return to work.





4.17.8 Performance management, career development and advancement, and redeployment





Sheridan takes into account the accessibility needs of employees with disabilities and individual accommodation plans in performance management processes, when providing career development and advancement opportunities and when considering redeployment of employees with disabilities.





4.18 Transportation





Where Sheridan provides transportation services it shall provide accessible vehicles or equivalent services upon request.





4.19 Design of Public Spaces Standards (Accessibility Standards for the Built Environment)





Sheridan applies the requirements of the Design of Public Spaces Standards to public spaces that are newly constructed or redeveloped (i.e. where planned significant alterations are undertaken) on or after January 1, 2016 and that are covered by Part


IV.1 of the IAS.





4.20 Availability and Format of Documents





If Sheridan is asked to provide this document or any other document describing this policy to a person with a disability, Sheridan will do so in a timely manner in a format that accommodates the person’s disability.





4.21 Responsibility and Authority


1. The Responsible Office shall be the Centre for Equity and Inclusion Human Resources, it shall have the authority to draft procedures, interpret the policy and consult with the relevant departments or Responsible areas who have responsibility for drafting the applicable procedures in their particular department or areas.





5.0 Related Documentation (Procedures/Additional Policies/Forms)





Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005


Ontario Regulation 191/11 Integrated Accessibility Standards Human Rights Code


Blind Persons’ Rights Act


Records and Information Management Policy Workplace Accommodation Policy


Return to Work Policy
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The Sheridan 2017 Multi-Year Accessibility Plan





Background





The Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005 (AODA) was passed into law in 2005. The purpose of the AODA is to achieve accessibility for Ontarians with disabilities on or before January 1, 2025, through the development, implementation and enforcement of accessibility standards.





The AODA and its standards apply to Sheridan and compliance with AODA regulations is a shared responsibility of all Sheridan academic and administrative areas.





In 2016 the Ontario government made changes to the Accessibility Standards for Customer Service, under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005 (AODA).





Previously, accessibility standards were contained in two separate regulations:





· Ontario Regulation 429/07 – Accessibility Standards for Customer Service (“Customer Service Standard”); and


· Ontario Regulation 191/11 – Integrated Accessibility Standards (“IAS”) (this includes the areas of Information and Communications, Employment, Transportation and Design of Public Spaces).





Effective July 1, 2016, the government combined the two regulations, while amending key sections of the Customer Service Standard (See Appendix 1). In this process, the Customer Service Standard was revoked, and all requirements now fall under the IAS regulation as follows:





Part I    	General


Part II   	Information and Communications


Part III           Employment


Part IV          Transportation


Part IV.1       Design of Public Spaces 


Part IV.2       Customer Service





The key changes in Part IV.2 Customer Service, relative to Sheridan have been updated in the Sheridan Accessibility Policy (effective December 15, 2016) and have been noted in applicable areas in this document.

















Sheridan 2017 Multi-Year Accessibility Plan





The 2017 Multi-Year Accessibility Plan (MYAP) outlines Sheridan’s strategy to prevent and remove barriers and meet our requirements under the IAS as part of a multi-year planning process. 





The MYAP also includes an update on other non-regulatory achievements undertaken to identify, prevent, and remove barriers to persons with disabilities at Sheridan. 





Each requirement is addressed in this document in order of the applicable IAS reference with the part, section number(s) and Sheridan’s required date of compliance identified.





Questions about this document may be directed to Margaret Sanderson, Manager, Diversity and Inclusion, Centre for Equity and Inclusion at Margaret.sanderson1@sheridancollege.ca or 905-845-9430, extension 2775.





Meeting our requirements under the IAS





General Standards (Part 1)





Establishment of accessibility policies (Part 1, s. 3) (2013)





New: The Sheridan Accessibility Policy has been updated to include the amended sections of the Customer Services Standard (December 2016), and posted on the Sheridan website. 





Action: Policy review 


Proposed Timeline: By December 15, 2021, or if legislative amendments are necessary, prior to this date.


Responsible Area: Centre for Equity and Inclusion (CEI).





Accessibility Plans (s. 4) (2013)





The 2017 Sheridan Multi-Year Accessibility plan (“the plan”) will be presented to the President’s Executive Council (December 7, 2017) for approval. 





Action: Review and update the 2017 MYAP no later than December 2022


Proposed Timeline: By December 15, 2022


Responsible Area: CEI in consultation with persons with disabilities, and the Advisory Council on Sheridan Accessibility (ACSA).








Other Sheridan Plans embedding accessibility practices





A number of other areas at Sheridan embed an accessibility “lens” and practices within their planning:





New: The Sheridan Academic Plan 2017-2022





The Sheridan Academic Plan 2017-2022 integrates accessibility and the removal of barriers in areas throughout this key document. These include:





· Faculty Development: “…We must also leverage technologies that enhance learning and deliver on our commitment to accessibility and inclusivity.”





· Student Space Enhancement/Student Engagement Strategy: “In collaboration with students and the Sheridan Student Union, Sheridan is equally committed to ensuring that our space – physical and virtual – is specifically designed to promote success and remove barriers to allow for more universal access.”





New: 2016-2017 Sheridan Library and Learning Services Universal Access Report 





Building upon the Sheridan Library and Learning Services Strategic Plan 2013 -2020 , the 2016 -2017 Universal Access Report outlines initiatives that not only meet AODA requirements, but also encourage inclusivity in the activities of Sheridan Library and Learning Services (LLS).





New: 2016 Sheridan Human Resources and Equity Annual Report 


New:2016 Sheridan Centre for Equity and Inclusion Annual Report





These reports include specific sections addressing accessibility consultations and feedback aligned with:





· AODA Standards;


· Accessibility education and awareness initiatives, and related accessibility policy, projects and committee work, delivered or coordinated through Human Resources (HR) and/or the CEI





New: Sheridan Equity and Inclusion, Audit, Framework and Strategy Project (Part 1)





To continue advancing the work of equity and inclusion at Sheridan in a planned and systematic manner, the CEI undertook the first part of a Sheridan wide equity and inclusion audit in 2017. This benchmark equity and inclusion project includes documentation of accessibility and accessibility related areas at Sheridan. 





Procuring or acquiring goods, services or facilities (s. 5) (2013)





The Sheridan Non-Binding Request for Proposal (NBRFP) document Sec. 4.17 currently outlines how Sheridan will incorporate accessibility (design, criteria and features) when procuring or acquiring goods, services or facilities, except where it is not practicable to do so. This is stated as follows:





“Sheridan will incorporate accessibility when we make purchasing decisions. Therefore, whenever applicable, we will consider the consider general principles of accessibility, such as:





Accessible: can a person with a disability use the service at all?


Equitable: can someone with a disability use the facility as quickly and easily as a person without a disability?


Adaptable: can a user configure the item to meet their specific needs and preferences and will it work with common assistive technologies.





Sec. 4.17.1-4.17.3 address where applicable, how goods, services and facilities will be evaluated with examples provided. Sec. 4.17.4 states how accessible technologies will be considered as positive points during the evaluation with items under user controls, displays screens, pin pads, scanners and instructions. (See Appendix 2).





New: Sheridan Facilities Services (FS) department uses the following procurement practices to ensure FS will incorporate accessibility (design, criteria, and features) when undertaking facilities related procurement: 





Request for Tender document





For very large projects (e.g., new building), this document is developed. This document may be written by a third party with input from Sheridan.





For large projects (e.g., Facility Infrastructure Renewal), FS works with Procurement Services to develop this document.





Request for Quotation document: 





For medium size projects (e.g., Classroom Renovation), FS works with to Procurement Services to develop this document.














Pre-Approved Contractors List:





New: Small construction/maintenance of facilities work (e.g. installation of network jacks, addition of a card reader, painting a room) is often arranged through a roster of “pre-approved contractors”. 





Action: Embed AODA procurement requirements in all FS documents above.


Proposed Timeline: March 30, 2018.


Responsible Area: Procurement/Facilities 





The Sheridan Purchasing Policy Sec. 4.7 document currently states: “Sheridan shall comply with Ontario Regulation 191/11 made under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005.”





New: The recommended addition of expanded language to Sec 4.7 of the policy to demonstrate how Sheridan will ensure accessible procurement, and Sheridan’s statement regarding the required training obligation of any person who will be providing goods, services or facilities on behalf of Sheridan (see page 9 for training reference), to read:





4.7 Sheridan shall comply with Ontario Regulation 191/11 made under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005 (AODA), which shall include: (1) where practicable, ensuring that Sheridan incorporates accessibility design, criteria and features when procuring or acquiring goods, services or facilities; and (2) requiring any person who will be providing goods, services or facilities on Sheridan’s behalf to undertake AODA training as stipulated by Sheridan.





Action: Amend Sheridan’s Purchasing Policy (Sec 4.7) with expanded language.


Proposed Timeline: April 30, 2018.


Responsible Area: Procurement Services





Self-Service Kiosks (s. 6) (2013)





The Sheridan NBRFP document Sec 4.17 currently outlines how Sheridan incorporates accessibility features when designing, procuring or acquiring self-service kiosks. As defined under the IAS, a “kiosk” means “an interactive electronic terminal, including a point-of-sale device, intended for public use that allows users to access one or more services or products or both.” O. Reg. 191/11, s. 6(5)





Additionally, Sheridan has adopted in practice, the 2014 version of the Brock University Facility Accessibility Design Standards (BUFADS). BUFADS Section 4.4.10 Information Systems provides design criteria for self-service kiosks, display kiosks, video display terminals, interpretive/informational panels and information systems designed for direct access by the public, such as touch-screen video display, keyboard or keypad access. 





Action: This requirement will be reviewed, with specific AODA training provided on this area to Information Technology/Procurement, and Facilities Services.


Proposed Timeline: April 30, 2018 (to be confirmed by Senior staff in applicable areas).


Responsible Area: Information Technology/Procurement Services/Facilities Services





Training (s. 7 and s. 80.49) (2014)





Training to all Sheridan employees





Online training





Online training on the topic of “Inclusion at Sheridan: Human Rights, AODA and the Sheridan Workplace” (Human Rights/AODA) is provided in “SLATE”; the Sheridan Learning Management System (LMS). All new Sheridan employees (full time, part time, contract, and student employees) are provided one month to complete this module and the AODA – Customer Service (Colleges Ontario) module. Reminder notices are sent each week following this deadline to ensure completion by employees. Records of training are pulled each quarter from the HR Information System for review with the CEI.





Action: The current Sheridan Human Rights/AODA module will have content revisions made to reflect 2016 changes to the Customer Service Standards (Part IV.2). 


Proposed Timeline: Prior to December 22, 2017. 


Responsible Area: CEI with assistance from Centre for People and Organizational Development (CPOD) and Centre for Teaching and Learning (CTL) as needed.





Action: In 2018, the current Human Rights/AODA module will be completely rewritten with updated AODA content that aligns with the Sheridan Academic Plan and other applicable Sheridan plans.





The content will include:





· Updated Customer Service Standards (Part IV.2) content


· A review of the purposes of the AODA, and the requirements of the IAS and the Human Rights code, as it pertains to persons with disabilities


· General accessibility awareness training related to accessible program or course delivery and instruction, and mental health awareness





Proposed Timeline: Module release by April 30, 2018. Once the new module “goes live” current versions of AODA modules will be retired.


Responsible Area: CEI, HR, CTL, Accessible Learning, LLS, and CPOD.





Face to Face Training 





Twice a year CEI delivers Respectful and Supportive Place to Work and Learn (RASP) mandatory training for Managers. This training includes content related to the Sheridan Accessibility Policy and the Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Policy and Procedures.





Additionally, a new employee orientation session is offered by CPOD twice yearly where CEI delivers information about the AODA and other important policies, etc. (Appendix 3 Dates/Attendance numbers).


Action: Additional opportunities to provide Accessibility/AODA and additional equity and inclusion face to face training, will be discussed moving forward. 


Proposed Timeline: Bi-annual review in 2018 and 2019


Responsible Area: CEI with other Sheridan areas as applicable. 





Training to all Sheridan volunteers





New: This is a new AODA requirement for Sheridan as of 2016, and as such required further understanding as it applies to a post-secondary institution. The majority of individuals at Sheridan fall under the category of “employee” (formal employment relationship) with respect to training, and not as a volunteer.





However, the question was raised as to whether students who are placed in unpaid field placements (“placement”) as part of their academic program at Sheridan are volunteers of Sheridan for the purposes of AODA compliance (Training). Students in placement do not readily fit within this concept of a “volunteer”[footnoteRef:1]. [1:  Volunteers can generally be considered as individuals who have agreed to provide services to an organization or on behalf of an organization, typically for that organization’s benefit, but without expectation of remuneration or the establishment of a formal employment relationship. 

] 






The issue at hand for Sheridan, is one of where responsibility for AODA training lies – i.e. whether student’s activities include providing services (or goods or facilities) to the public or third parties on behalf of the organization where the placement is occurring. In most instances, the primary responsibility will fall to the other organization to ensure it is meeting its own AODA training obligations, and not Sheridan. Sheridan would have responsibility only where the students were placed at Sheridan, and their placement involved providing services (or goods or facilities) to the public or third parties on Sheridan’s behalf as part of their placement activities. See mandatory training content for Sheridan specific student placements (See Appendix 5).





Action: Review and determine the placement of wording in Sheridan agreements (e.g., “Unpaid Field Experience Agreement”) that any AODA training obligation lies with the placement organization, to limit the risk of confusion about who is responsible for this requirement. In the “Unpaid Field Experience Agreement document this could be addressed in Section 13. “Human Rights and Equity with the addition of the following paragraph, following paragraph 2:


 


      3. Field Experience Location shall provide training to Students as may be required under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005 and the Integrated Accessibility Standards (O. Reg. 191/11) made under the Act.





Action: CEI has preliminarily discussed this item with the Vice-Provost, Academic in November 2017. Prior to proceeding with the above specific recommendation for unpaid field placements, it will be necessary to share this requirement and recommendation with the Office of the General Counsel, and Deans of applicable Faculties (Faculty of Applied Health and Community Studies, Faculty of Arts, Animation and Design, Pilon School of Business, Faculty of Applied Science and Technology) in order to ensure a coordinated approach. 


Proposed Timeline: Training materials reflecting AODA content applicable to Sheridan students in Sheridan placements, will be developed by June 30, 2018. Timing for inclusion of wording in specific agreement document will be determined. 


Responsible Area: Office of the Vice-Provost Academic with support from CEI and Office of the General Counsel. 





Training for persons who develop and approve policies, practices and procedures at Sheridan





Sheridan ensures appropriate training is provided to people at Sheridan who develop and approve policies, practices and procedures as outlined in the Sheridan Accessibility Policy. 





The Sheridan Board of Governors received AODA Training on September 20th, 2017. This training will occur annually to reflect the addition of any new Standards or amendments to existing AODA requirements.





New: A detailed AODA training plan will be created for 2018 to include mandatory training of members of the following committees at Sheridan:





· Sheridan Board of Governors


· Sheridan College Foundation


· Sheridan Senate


· Academic Policy Standing Subcommittee of Senate


· Teaching and Learning Subcommittee of Senate


· Local Academic Councils


· President’s Executive Council


· Administrative Leadership Council


· Sheridan Administrative Policy Committee





Action: Development of training plan within CEI operational plan and goals.


Proposed Timeline: Prior to August 1, 2018.


Responsible Area: CEI with assistance from Senior Executive Team.





Training to any other person who provides goods, services, or facilities on behalf of Sheridan





It is Sheridan’s responsibility to determine which providers must be trained and on which requirements and ensure that those providers are made aware of the requirements that would impact the goods, services, or facilities they provide to Sheridan. Sheridan is not required to conduct the training but must ensure providers are trained and records of the training are maintained by Sheridan. This applies to providers who provide goods or services on behalf of Sheridan such as:





· Food Services


· Bookstore


· Printing


· Security


· Parking


· Campus Living Centres





New: The recommended addition of the wording below to the Sheridan NBRFP (Sec 14.7) document and other applicable Sheridan procurement documents and contracts (see page 4 of this plan under “Procuring of acquiring goods, services or facilities), regarding the specific obligations of providers of goods, services or facilities to Sheridan. The wording is as follows:





As a supplier to Sheridan College Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning (“Sheridan”) assigned to provide goods, services, or facilities on Sheridan’s behalf, Sheridan requires that your employees undertake the training mandated in the Integrated Accessibility Standards (O. Regulation 191/11) (“IAS”), under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities, 2005 (“AODA, 2005”), and that they review and comply with Sheridan’s accessibility policies, practices and procedures.”





Sheridan’s commitment to carrying out our responsibilities to meet the accessibility needs of persons with disabilities in a timely manner is outlined in our guiding policy: The Sheridan Accessibility Policy. This includes that you receive appropriate training as outlined in Section 4.6.1 (Training) of the policy document. 


 


To comply with our policy, you are required to do the following:


 


· Download and provide your employees with a copy of Accessibility at Sheridan: An AODA Training Resource Guide for Sheridan and the Sheridan Accessibility Policy


· Ensure your employees read and understand this guide and policy


· Maintain records of the dates on which the guide was distributed and the number of employees to whom the guide was distributed and provide this record of training to Sheridan during the month of January and June of each calendar year. 





Additional accessibility resources are available at Accessibility at Sheridan 


If you require this document in an accessible format or with communications supports, please contact (insert applicable name of departmental staff representative at extension and email addresses).





Action: Revise all applicable Sheridan RFP, RFT, RFQ, FS, Procurement and Ancillary Services contracts and procurement documents with updated language.


Proposed Timeline: Prior to September 1, 2018. Training material to be prepared for June 1, 2018.


Responsible Area: Procurement Services, FS, Ancillary Services.





New: Sheridan Facilities Services Department also uses providers for the cleaning service, outdoor maintenance and snow clearing services.





Action: A “New Project” kickoff meeting (which occurs after a Facilities Services project is awarded but before work commences) is a good opportunity to provide a briefing on when work will start, safety requirements and also inclusion of AODA training content and other equity related training requirements.





At minimum of once a year, a vendor meeting will be organized in order to provide the AODA training and other equity related training to Facilities Services Vendors.





An up-to-date list of trained contractors with names and dates of AODA and equity related training provided will be maintained by Facilities Services and Procurement.


 


Proposed Deadline: Schedule of kick-off meetings will be provided to CEI one month prior to kick off meeting in order to schedule staff beginning in 2018. Facilities and Procurement Services will provide CEI with a schedule of twice-yearly Vendor meetings in January and June of each year, and an up-to date list of trained contractors with names and dates of training will be prepared and retained by Facilities Service and Procurement Services following these in person training sessions (dates to be confirmed).


Area Responsible: Facilities Services, Procurement Services





Training Resources developed in 2016/2017





In 2016 the CEI developed the following accessibility and inclusion related training resources:





· “Person first” language bookmarks


· “Person first” language fact sheet


·  Practices of Inclusion and Respect
















































































Information and Communication Standards (Part II)





Feedback (s. 11) (2014)





Sheridan maintains a feedback process on the Sheridan external website, so that members of the public are able to comment on the provision of goods, services, or facilities to person with disabilities.





Action: Development of a new AODA online feedback form and web location 


Proposed Timeline: June 2018 (to be confirmed).


Responsible Area: Digital Strategy/CEI/Advisory Council on Sheridan Accessibility





Accessible formats and communication supports


(s. 12) (2015)





Several actions are moving compliance with this requirement forward:





A statement has been added in several places on the Sheridan Accessibility pages that states: 





“If you require information from the Sheridan website or any other Sheridan publication in an accessible format or with communication support, please contact the Centre for Equity and Inclusion at accessibility@sheridancollege.ca or 905 845 9430 ext. 2775. “





Additionally, online video tutorials are available at Sheridan Accessibility webpages for employees, students and the general public on “Accessible Spreadsheets, Accessible PDF’s, Accessible Word Documents, and Accessible PowerPoint Presentations.





In 2016 the accessible formats/communication support statement was included in a number of Sheridan related documents.





Action: Continue to educate areas at Sheridan on the inclusion of this statement in their documents.


Proposed Timeline Throughout 2018 and 2019 CEI will offer interim “Accessible Word Doc/Accessible PDF” two-hour courses at the request of areas at Sheridan. This task will be carried out prior to the release of the comprehensive Sheridan wide EAccessibility Training program (Digital Marketing) (See page 14).


Responsible Area: CEI will coordinate the delivery of Accessible Word Doc/Accessible PDF courses with areas making the request. 





New: Marketing and Communications provided training to fourteen Human Resources staff in June 2016 on “Clear Writing – Tips and Tricks and Writing for the Web and Plain Language Principles”.





New: “Creating Accessible Documents in Microsoft Word and Adobe Acrobat” training was provided in March 2017 as a pilot project coordinated and delivered through the Centre for Equity and Inclusion. Thirty-two Sheridan employees attended from: CPOD, Occupational Health and Safety (OHS), HR, Marketing and Communications, Library and Learning Services, Accessible Learning, Student Affairs, General Counsel, a faculty representative from the Faculty of Applied Health and Community Studies, and CEI.





Emergency Procedure, Plans and Public Safety Information


(s. 13) (2012)





Information for students, employees or campus visitors about the availability of emergency plans, procedures and public safety information in accessible formats, upon request, is available on the Sheridan web site under Fire Safety Procedures and Emergency Lockdown procedures and states:





“If you require any Sheridan emergency procedures, plans or public safety information in an accessible format or with communication supports please contact beprepared@sheridancollege.ca or 905-845-9430 ext. 2879.”





Accessible Websites and web content (s. 14) (2014) (2021)





The Sheridan College website launched November 15, 2013, to Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) Level-A standard, and continues to move forward to WCAG Level AA for 2021 compliance with the following 





· Ongoing monitoring of the Sheridan website continues using the Site Improve Web Governance tool, which allows for accessibility issue reporting.





· Web ticket tracking system has a separate AODA project to track and monitor WCAG fixes.





· Internal training includes installation of the Web Aim WAVE checker browser tool.





· Sheridan Web staff attended sessions on web accessibility at the University of Guelph Accessibility Conferences since 2015 with plans to attend this annual conference each year. 





· Development of a Web Accessibility subcommittee in 2016 with representatives from Information Technology, Digital Marketing, CTL, with coordination and support from the CEI.





· End-user testing involving Sheridan employees and student volunteers living with vision disabilities and who use assistive technologies is embedded in the planning of the Portal Project Team (Web Accessibility subcommittee) and any new Web Project. 





· The new Portal RFP Committee will bring forward specific technical requirements for accessibility from the first RFP to the new committee.





· Continuous improvement of existing web properties and mandated accessibility review of new web projects before launch.





· Upgrade to full version of - Enterprise Web Content Management System started in June 2016 as the old version had built in accessibility issues. There will be continued migration of the system in 2017.The Content Management System upgrade will be completed by December 1, 2017.





· Ongoing support (editorial and development) for Accessibility managed through websupport@sheridancollege.ca





· AODA reference has been embedded in all Web Operations job descriptions and one of Web Operations member leads web accessibility reviews and the development scheduling.





New: Sheridan Web Governance Policy - effective January 2017, the Web Governance Policy Statement (4.1 Guiding Principles) includes the statement: 





4.1.1 All Affiliated and Official Sheridan web properties must meet certain legislative standards (e.g. AODA), quality, brand guidelines and information technology requirements (e.g. privacy, security).  





New: In June 2017, all Sheridan Marketing and Communications employees (approximately 30 individuals) attended a full day customized document and web accessibility training session delivered by David Berman Communications.





New:  The Digital Strategy unit, with support from CEI took steps in 2017 to prepare for 2021 WCAG Level AA compliance. In June 2017, David Berman Communications were contracted to create a comprehensive and sustainable E-Accessibility training plan for Sheridan.





Action: Digital Strategy and CEI will present a draft of the E-Accessibility training plan to the Web Accessibility Subcommittee, Web Governance Council and President’s Executive Council for feedback prior to moving forward.


Proposed Timeline: Prior to end of December 2018. 


Responsible Area: Digital Strategy, and other identified Sheridan departments/areas. 





Educational and training resources and materials, etc.


(s. 15) (2013)





Students with disabilities receiving academic accommodations through Accessible Learning can make an alternate text format request through a referral to the applicable Assistive Technologist in Accessible Learning. Assistive Technologists may also arrange for the scanning and conversion of other educational materials. See How do I arrange for taped textbooks/alternatives to print materials?





Accessible Learning participates in the Alternate Education Resources Ontario (AERO) project and may request alternate formats of textbooks, etc. on behalf of students.


 


For information about Library and Learning Services and their provision of accessible or conversion ready formats of print-based resources or materials, see page 12. 





A statement is included on the main Sheridan Accessibility pages that states:





If you require information from the Sheridan website or any other Sheridan publication in an alternate format or with communication support, please contact the Centre for Equity and Inclusion at accessibility@sheridancollege.ca or 905 845 9430 ext. 2775. 





New: The Office of the Registrar (OTR) undertook a comprehensive review of the accessibility of their webpages in October 2016.


Action: This review will be shared with the Sheridan Web Accessibility subcommittee members and an OTR representative will be invited to participate on the subcommittee in 2018. 





New: The Assessment Centre (OTR) will have 2 key documents (Exam Request Form and Appointment Booking Instructions for students who require testing accommodations) on its public website converted into accessible PDFs.


Action: The above documents will be converted and posted for Jan 8, 2018. In January 2018, CEI will review the printed version of the Sheridan Requirement letters, “Viewbook” and offer package, with the OTR and Accessible Learning and provide feedback on the accessibility of these documents. 





Action: Determine other Sheridan academic and administrative areas that use or create educational or training resources or materials or create “student records and information on program requirements, availability and descriptions” and ensure they are included in E-Document training.


Proposed Timeline: Throughout 2018 and 2019


Responsible Area: Sheridan Web Accessibility subcommittee with support from CEI. 





Training to Educators (s. 16) (2013)





An Accessible Learning Environment Faculty Resource is posted online under the Accessibility – Faculty web page and is included within the mandatory online Inclusion at Sheridan: Human Rights, AODA and the Sheridan Workplace (Human Rights/AODA) LMS module taken by all Sheridan employees, including educators. Containing 5 sections, the faculty resource tool provides rationale and guidelines based upon the principles of Universal Design for Learning (UDL).





Links from this page include the Accessible Course Delivery Guide. The guide provides tips for: Lectures, Slideshow (PPT) Presentations, Print Documents and Web plus other resources. The “Creating Accessible Documents Tip Sheet” is the final page within the online faculty resource. 





A series of four videos about creating accessible documents is also available on the Sheridan Accessibility – Faculty page. Further information about how Sheridan is meeting the requirements of the accessible formats and communication supports requirement of the IAS is provided on page 13.





Action: The Sheridan Human Rights/AODA module will be completely updated with new content including a general accessibility awareness training component related to accessible program or course delivery and instruction, applicable to all Sheridan employees.


Proposed Timeline: This module will be rolled out as per proposed timeline on page 6.


Responsible Area: CEI, CTL, Accessible Learning, LLS and CPOD.





New: The Centre for Teaching and Learning (CTL) at Sheridan embeds accessible and inclusive approaches to teaching and learning throughout the entire mandatory curriculum of the Teaching and Learning Academy (TLA) for full time faculty, and in the Fundamentals of Teaching and Learning (FTL) for non-full-time faculty. These include:





· Sessions on Universal Design for Learning (TLA)


· Sessions on accessibility awareness presented by Accessible Learning and the CEI (TLA)


· Online module and discussion board on Universal Design for Learning, including the redesign a “mock” class through the UDL lens (FTL)


· Sessions on mental health, Indigenous ways of learning, and teaching students with multiple abilities





Additionally, in the second level of TLA, faculty are required to deliver a scholarly teaching plan using an inclusive design approach to an area in their teaching where they have observed students getting “stuck”.





Action: Convert all TLA sessions to compressed sessions for continuing faculty.


Proposed Timeline: 2018


Responsible Area: CTL 





New: CTL will commit to include forthcoming sessions on the topic of inclusive education within their new series “sparkTALKS”. 





Producers of educational or training material (s.17 (2) 2015)





See Educational and training resources and materials, etc. section on page 14 of this document). 





Libraries of educational and training institutions


Print based resources or materials (s.18) (2015)


Digital or Multimedia resources or materials (2020)





Universal access is identified as a core value in the Library and Learning Services Strategic Plan 2013-2020. The Library and Learning Services Team strive to provide services and collections that are flexible, responsive and accessible to meet the needs of all of their users.





Sheridan Library and Learning Services provides, procures or will acquire by other means an accessible or conversion ready format of print-based resources or materials for a person with a disability (student, employee), upon request. 


Information about how a student or employee may request print-based resources or materials in an alternative format is available on the Sheridan Library Services and Spaces: Accessibility page (under Alternative Formats).  





New: Library and Learning Services have created an extensive new online Accessibility Guide for Sheridan Library Staff  . This guide was created to answer some frequently asked questions staff have about accessibility in the classroom, AODA, alternate formats, and captioning of videos. 





Action: Library and Learning Services are moving forward to 2020 compliance with their upcoming requirement to provide digital or multimedia resources or materials for a person with a disability, upon request. Progress updates will be included in forthcoming LLS Universal Access Reports.


Proposed Timeline: Prior to January 1, 2020.


Responsible Area: Library and Learning Services 








Employment Standards (Part III)


(All requirements 2014)





General Recruitment (s. 22)





Sheridan notifies it employees and the public about the availability of accommodation for applicants with disabilities on the written job posting, the “Applicants Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)” on the Talent Acquisition Process, and the FAQ’s on the Talent Acquisition Process for Part-Time Teaching Opportunities available online.





Applicant FAQ’s on the Talent Acquisition Process state: 





Should you require accommodation during the online application process, as per the Ontario Human Rights Code, please contact hrjobs@sheridancollege.ca.


 


FAQ’s on the Talent Acquisition Process for Part-Time Teaching Opportunities state:





“In accordance with the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005 (AODA), Sheridan is committed to accommodating applicants with disabilities throughout the hiring process. At any stage of the hiring process, Human Resources will work with applicants requesting accommodation.”





Recruitment, assessment or selection process (s. 23)





Sheridan notifies job applicants when they are individually selected to participate in an assessment or selection process that “accommodations are available upon request in relation to the materials or processes to be used”, by including this statement in the email template to the job applicant.





“Sheridan welcomes diversity in the workplace and encourages applications from all qualified individuals, including visible minorities, Indigenous People, and persons with disabilities. In accordance with the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005 (AODA), Sheridan is committed to accommodating applicants with disabilities throughout the hiring process.  At any stage of the hiring process, Human Resources will work with applicants requesting accommodation.”





New: Sheridan outlines the framework for the accommodation of employees and job applicants in accordance with the Human Rights Code in the Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Policy updated in 2016. This policy also addresses the specific requirements of the AODA for employees and job applicants with disabilities. 





New: The Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Procedure (Job Applicant) provides information as it pertains to job applicants. The procedure applies to job applicants who may require accommodation through the recruitment, assessment or selection process.


. 


Action: Development of a supplementary educational resource to the Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Policy and Procedures – A Guide to Workplace Accommodation at Sheridan and related Workplace Accommodation training for Sheridan Managers is offered in the Sheridan 2017-2018 Learning Calendar.


Proposed Timeline: March 1, 2018, for completion of the Guide.


Area Responsible: CEI, HR and CPOD.





Notice to successful applicants (s.24)





When making offers of employment, Sheridan currently notifies the successful applicant of Sheridan’s policies for accommodating employees with disabilities through inclusion of an accommodation statement within the individual letter of employment offer stating; 





For information about accommodation supports for employees and accessibility at Sheridan, go to Accessibility at Sheridan. 





Action: Review language for compliance and update language as applicable.


Proposed Timeline: Completed by December 22, 2017


Area Responsible: HR (Talent Acquisition) and CEI.





Informing employees of supports (s. 25)





Sheridan informs its employees of its policies used to support Sheridan employees with disabilities, including those on the provision of workplace accommodation that take into account an employee’s needs due to disability in the following ways:





· On the applicable Sheridan Accessibility external and portal web pages


· At New Employee Orientation


· At RASP training 


· At the Teaching and Learning Academy 1 (August of each year for new faculty)





Accessible Formats and communication supports for employees (s. 26)





The Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Procedure (Employee) provides information as it pertains to all Sheridan employees and section 4.5 of this document specifically states: “If requested by the employee, the Plan will be provided in an accessible format or with communications supports.” 





Workplace Emergency Response Information (s. 27) 





Sheridan provides individualized workplace emergency response information to employees who have a disability, if the disability is such that the individualized information is necessary, and Sheridan is aware of the need for accommodation. 





New: Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Procedure (Employee) Section 4.5 of this procedure states:





 “The content of the Plan will depend on the complexity of the accommodation(s) provided in the individual circumstances. Details may include scheduling information, workplace emergency response information…”





New: The Sheridan Individual Workplace Accommodation Plan document includes the following statement:





Does the employee require individualized workplace emergency response information? 


Yes No Not applicable 


If yes, Human Resources will initiate an individualized plan with the Office of Emergency Preparedness





New: Fire Procedures -Fire Emergency Procedures for Persons Requiring Assistance / Persons with Disabilities section of the Fire Safety Page has been refreshed and updated to include Information for both employees and students about the availability of an individualized fire evacuation plan, upon request.





New: A link on this page is provided to an online “Individualized Fire Evacuation Plan Request Form” to initiate a request for a plan. 





New: “Need Help to Get Out” – An Individualized Fire Evacuation Plan can help postcards were created in 2016 to inform employees and students of the availability of this service.


Additional information is available on the Fire Safety Procedures web page for visitors requiring assistance and persons who do not have an individualized evacuation plan, and are unable to evacuate. This includes procedures for horizontal evacuation and protect-in-place. 


Action: Ensure evacuation plan request form posted on external website is in an accessible format for users of screen reading technology. 


Proposed Timeline: February 2018.


Responsible Area: Emergency Preparedness and Digital Marketing





Documented individual accommodation plans (s. 28)





Sheridan has a written process for the development of documented individual accommodation plans for employees with disabilities outlined in the 2016 Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Policy, Procedures (Employee and Job Applicant) and Request for Accommodation Form – Disability, and the Sheridan Individual Workplace Accommodation Form. 





Return to work process (s.29)





Sheridan has a documented Return to Work process for employees who are absent due to disability or require disability-related accommodations in order to return to work outlined in the Sheridan Return to Work Policy.





Action: The Sheridan Return to Work Policy is scheduled for updating. The policy will be aligned closely with the applicable language and procedures of the 2016 Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Policy, Procedures and Forms. Proposed Timeline: Completed by May 1, 2018


Responsible Area: Human Resources (Occupational Health and Safety), Disability Management and CEI.





Performance management (s. 30)





Sheridan has a statement within the “Performance and Development Review Instrument for Sheridan Administrators” that states: 





“Any performance management process undertaken by the College will take into account the accessibility needs of employees with disabilities, as well as accommodation needs.” 





Additionally, the Full-time Faculty Probationary Review form states:





“Sheridan is committed to a barrier-free and inclusive workplace. Any performance management process undertaken by Sheridan College will take into account the accessibility needs of employees with disabilities, as well as their accommodation needs”.





Action: HR, CPOD and CEI are currently reviewing these statements to ensure continued accuracy as part of the roll out of the new PDFR.


Proposed Timeline: February 2018. 


Responsible Area: HR, CPOD and CEI

















Career development and advancement (s. 31)


Redeployment (s. 32)





Sheridan has a statement within applicable letters of offer that states:





Sheridan Individual Workplace Accommodation Plans





As per the Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Policy, Sheridan will take into account the accessibility needs of employees with disabilities and their individual workplace accommodation plans, when providing career development and advancement opportunities. 





Sheridan also addresses the area of career development, advancement and redeployment as it relates to the accessibility needs of employees with disabilities and their individual accommodation plans in the Workplace Accommodation Procedure (Employee) stating:





Section 4.6 Implement, Monitor and Review the Individual Workplace Accommodation Plan





“A review of the existing Plan will also be carried out when:





· The employee’s work location or position changes;


· The nature of the employee’s status under the Code changes and the accommodation is based upon that change;


· The employee or Sheridan believes that the accommodation is no longer appropriate or required. 





Sheridan has a statement within applicable letters of redeployment that states:





As per the Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Policy, Sheridan will take into account the accessibility needs of employees with disabilities and their individual workplace accommodation plans, when redeploying employees with disabilities. 
































Transportation Standards (Part IV)





Other Transportation Services


Public sector organizations (s. 76) (2011)





Sheridan’s Accessibility Policy states:





4.18 Transportation





“Where Sheridan provides transportation services it shall provide accessible vehicles or equivalent services upon request.”





This statement encompasses requests for accessible transportation when made by students (e.g., a field trip), employees (e.g., for a workplace function) or the public (such as guests attending a conference offered by Sheridan).





New: Statements have been included in invitations to some Sheridan events that state:





“If you require information about the accessibility of this event, or require accommodation, please contact applicable extension and email address. 





Inclusion of this statement allows for employees and students to contact the event organizer. In 2017 accessible transportation was arranged to the Welcome Back Breakfast through this communication statement.





Action: Continued education about this requirement with academic and administrative areas. 


Responsible Area: CEI will provide this information at applicable training sessions.


Proposed Timeline: Ongoing.


No further action is needed for this specific requirement at the time of writing this Plan.









































Design of Public Spaces Standards (Part IV.1)


(Accessibility Standards for the Built Environment)


(All requirements 2016)





Sheridan continues to use in practice the Brock University Accessibility Design Standards (see page 5) which includes updated design technical standards to reflect the accessible elements of the Design of Public Spaces Standards (DOPS). Training was offered to all Sheridan Facilities Services staff in 2015 on both the DOPS and changes to the Ontario Building Code 2015 (Barrier Free Design section).


New: A review of a service counter at the Hazel McCallion campus was undertaken in November 2017 in order to ensure any forthcoming redevelopment is undertaken in compliance with the DOPS (Service Counters).


Action: Ongoing training is necessary for Facilities Services staff and student employees on the DOPS requirement in order to understand all technical specifications and application to the areas of:





· Recreational trails


· Outdoor public use eating areas


· Outdoor place spaces


· Exterior paths of travel


· Accessible Parking


· Obtaining services: service counters, fixed queuing guides and waiting areas





Responsible Area: Facilities Services


Proposed Timeline: Sessions will be scheduled in 2018 and 2019 coordinated through Facilities Services and CEI.





Section 80.44 of the IAS requires the development of “procedures for preventative and emergency maintenance of the accessible elements in public spaces” as required under this Part of the IAS and, the development of “procedures for dealing with temporary disruptions when accessible elements are not in working order. For Sheridan’s procedures see Appendix 5 in this document.


New: Updating of the Global Email procedure to include specific language for Sheridan’s Notice of Temporary Disruption.


Action: Create a Sheridan branded fill in template for notices of temporary disruption (Sec 80.44 and Sec 80.48)


Responsible Area: Facilities Services


Required Timeline: June 1, 2018




















Appendix 1 - Summary of Key Changes 





Changes to the Customer Service Standards are in the sections of:





Service Animals





The definition of the term “service animal” now provides for a more distinct understanding of the visual ways (harness, etc.) to identify a service animal and an expanded list of regulated health professionals (other than a physician or nurse) who may provide documentation confirming the use of the service animal for disability related reasons. 





Support Persons





More specific information is provided to clarify that an organization, such as Sheridan must take certain steps before requiring a person with a disability be accompanied by a Support Person (for health and safety reasons) - organizations now must:





· consult with the person to understand their needs;


· consider health and safety information based upon available evidence;


· and determine whether there is no other reasonable way to protect the health and safety of the person with a disability and others. 





Where Sheridan determines the presence of a Support Person is necessary, no entry fee will be charged to the Support Person.





Training





Training now includes all employees and volunteers, those who develop Sheridan’s policies, practices and procedures and those services providers who provide goods, services or facilities on behalf of Sheridan. Previously, only those who may be reasonably expected to interact with the public had to be trained on accessible customer service.


























Appendix 2 – NBRFP content





4.17.1 Goods





Where applicable we will evaluate if the goods can be used by someone:


· In a seated position


· Using one hand with limited upper body strength or limited fine motor skills or with vision loss or low vision or with hearing loss.





Were applicable we will evaluate:


· Does the product meet ergonomic standards, and can it be customized to meet a variety of needs?


· Are support materials, such as manuals, training or service calls, available in accessible formats at no additional charge?





 4.17.2 Services





Where applicable, we will evaluate if the service provider can accommodate the needs of people of all abilities.  For example, if Sheridan is hiring someone to conduct research, do their surveys and interviews accommodate people with different types of disabilities?


· Does the company use accessible signage, audio and/or print materials? For example, if we are hiring an event coordinator, we will ask them to use high contrast signage for the event.





4.17.3 Facilities





· Can someone using a mobility aid, like a wheelchair or walker, get around the facility?


· Are signs placed at an accessible height?


· Does the facility have emergency procedures to assist people with disabilities?





4.17.4 Accessible Technologies





The following items will be considered as positive points during the evaluation.





		      User Controls


· Controls should be visible whether someone is standing or sitting.


· Make controls easy to use with one hand, without a lot of force, and without having to grasp tightly, pinch or twist.





Display Screens





· Use high contrast colours. Such as dark blue and matte white, black and white or yellow and black. 


· Avoid flashing images and/or limit flashes to no more than three times in on second.


· Screens should be bright enough to read under different types of lighting. Use material that isn’t reflective and position the screen to minimize reflections (from sunlight or overhead lights). 


· Make sure touch screens work with users of prosthetic limbs and pointing devices.





Pin Pads





· Using a telephone style pin pad (with 1 in the top left). The 5 should be in the centre and marked with a raised dot and the OK/Enter button should be in the lower right corner.


· A space between the keys and clearly defined pad edges.


· Pin pads should be angled (not flat) to accommodate users whether they are standing or sitting.


· Keys should have a low glare surface (sandblasted aluminum or stainless steel are good options).





Scanners





· Light from the scanner must not shine in the user’s eyes.


· Confirm successful scans with both audible and visible feedback.





Instructions





· Instructions should be available in both a visual and audio format. Allow users to turn the audio off and/or include an earphone jack if your instructions reveal personal information.


· Use mid-frequency tones since some people can’t hear high- or low-pitched sounds.


· Avoid acronyms, abbreviations and jargon. Make instructions simple and easy for all users to understand, including people with learning or cognitive disabilities. 


· Use sans serif fonts and make sure it’s easy to tell characters apart (e.g., X from K, 1 from I, O from Q, U from V).


· Don’t rely on con colour alone to guide users (e.g., don’t say “touch the green square).


· Use descriptive text or icons as well.


· Avoid time limits if you can; otherwise warn users when the deadline approaches and let them extend it. 















































 






























































Appendix 3 New Employee Orientation Dates and Attendance


Jan 5, 2015- 74 attended 


Aug 17, 2015 - 135 attended


Jan 4, 2016- 98 attended


Aug 15, 2016- 102 attended 


Jan 3, 2017 – 71 attended 


Aug 14, 2017- 84 attended 














































































































Appendix 4  Mandatory Training Content





Appropriate training includes a review of the purposes of the AODA, and the requirements of the IAS and the Human Rights Code as it pertains to persons with disabilities, and includes specific training on the Customer Service Standards of the IAS, and including the following: 





• How to interact and communicate with persons with various types of disability.


• How to interact with persons with disabilities who use an assistive device or require the assistance of a guide dog, service animal or support person to access Sheridan goods, services or facilities.


• How to use equipment and/or assistive devices available on Sheridan premises or otherwise provided by Sheridan that may help with the provision of goods, services or facilities to people with disabilities.


 • What to do if a person with a disability is having difficulty accessing Sheridan goods, services or facilities; and


 • Sheridan’s policies, practices and procedures relating to the Customer Service Standards of the IAS. 





Training is provided in a way that best suits their actual duties. 



















































































Appendix 5  Preventative and emergency maintenance of accessible elements in public spaces





1) PURPOSE


Pursuant to the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation 191/11 (section 80.44) – Design of Public Spaces Standard – Maintenance of Accessibility Elements, under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, Sheridan College has put this procedure in place for the preventative and emergency maintenance of accessible elements in its public spaces, and other areas (listed below).





Accessible public space elements under Section 80.44, maintained by Sheridan College include the following:


1) Recreational trails (including recreational trails equipped with a ramp)


2) Outdoor public use eating areas


3) Outdoor play spaces


4) Exterior paths of travels (outdoor sidewalks or walkways designed and constructed for pedestrian travel and are intended to serve a functional purpose and not to provide a recreational experience)


5) Accessible parking (off street parking spaces and on-street parking spaces)


Other elements Sheridan maintains and included under this procedure:


1) Exterior grounds maintenance


2) Internal building paths of travel such as hallways, stairs, ramps, doorways 


3) Elevators 


4) Washroom facilities


5) Classrooms, offices, common areas (i.e. learning commons)


6) Winter maintenance control





2) DEFINITION


Procedures and activities are intended to keep existing public spaces and elements listed above in good working order and condition. The activity will also include the restoration or replacement of the element to bring it back to its original condition where required.





3) IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE   


To ensure any newly constructed or renovated elements provided for under the Design of Public Spaces and other elements listed above, will have procedures for preventative and emergency maintenance of the accessible elements in public spaces and other areas of the Sheridan campuses(s).


Existing elements and spaces will be routinely inspected and documented. Inspection documents will be reviewed and altered as required annually.





4) SCOPE


Sheridan shall ensure that their multi-year accessibility plan includes procedures for preventative and emergency maintenance of the accessible elements in public spaces as required under this part, (and other Sheridan areas as noted in Section1) and a procedure for dealing with temporary disruptions when accessible elements required under this part are not in working order.





· In cases where it is determined that emergency maintenance or repairs to an accessible element are required, that element will be taken out of service and the necessary repairs will be assessed and addressed as a priority.





5) APPLICATION


Sheridan departments that maintain elements listed under Scope:


a) Shall apply best practices in the preventative maintenance of accessible elements with periodic checks, such as:


a. Annual inspections or more frequently


b. After storms or events that might affect accessible elements


c. As part of any reports of vandalism or general complaints


b) Shall apply best practices in the emergency maintenance of accessible elements with active response once notified


c) Repair as soon as feasible


d) Shall continue to provide public notification of temporary disruptions in keeping with compliance requirements under the Integrated Accessibility Standard Regulation (191/11)


a. Notice of the disruption will include the description, reason, anticipated duration, a description of alternative facilities or services, if any that are available and contact information


b. Notice will be given by posting the information at public entry points, key locations around the service disruption, posted on a widget on the College’s web site, sent by e-mail via Sheridan 


Insider to all staff and students





Questions about this document may be directed to Gord Ide, Facilities Services at  Gordon.ide@sheridancollege.ca or extension 2251.


If you require this document in an accessible format, please contact Gord Ide at Gordon.ide@sheridancollege.ca or extension 2251.
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Advisory Council for Sheridan Accessibility Terms of Reference


In recognition of Sheridan’s commitment to accessibility and to ensure the voices of our community are heard as we plan for an increasingly accessible and inclusive future, a new advisory council has been established. The Advisory Council for Sheridan Accessibility (ACSA) is a voluntary advisory body established in accordance with the following Terms of Reference.


Mandate





ACSA has been established to provide input to the Manager, Accessibility and Inclusion (Centre for Equity and Inclusion) about the preparation and implementation of Sheridan’s accessibility plans. These plans seek to address the identification, removal and prevention of barriers to persons with disabilities in Sheridan’s policies, programs, practices and services. All members will be asked to use their expertise, lived experience and/or departmental perspective to provide advice regarding the content of annual and multi-year accessibility plans. This includes identifying procedural, operational and physical barriers to accessibility within the Sheridan community and ideas on relevant solutions. 


Membership





Staff support is provided to ACSA by the Manager, Accessibility and Inclusion (Centre for Equity and Inclusion). The Council shall be comprised of up to 12 members with representation from faculty, staff and students across a variety of disciplines and departments. Representation of persons with disabilities is especially desired. Members will be invited to participate by the Manager, Accessibility and Inclusion. The period of commitment is one year for students and two years for employees. 


Meetings


The Council shall meet four times per year but may meet more frequently if necessary. Half plus one members of the current membership shall constitute a quorum. The Council’s first meeting will be held in the Fall with subsequent every eight to twelve weeks. Meetings will be held at accessible locations and will rotate between campuses. 


Agenda and Minutes


The Manager, Accessibility and Inclusion will be responsible for meeting minutes and agendas. These will be circulated at least five days prior to the meeting at which the minutes are to be adopted. Members will advise the Manager, Accessibility and Inclusion in advance of any amendments that they believe are required to the minutes.


Additional Information


What is the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act?


The Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) is provincial legislation established with the goal of achieving accessibility for persons with disabilities in Ontario by 2025. 


To achieve this goal standards are currently set in five areas: customer service, employment, transportation, information and communications and the built environment. 


		What does this mean for Sheridan?


In complying with the AODA Sheridan will undertake a wide scope of initiatives to increase the accessibility of our community. One such initiative includes the development of accessibility plans to help identify and remove barriers to persons with disabilities. This planning process requires the involvement of a variety of members of our community. 


		Why is my participation important?


As a part of the Sheridan community, we want your voice to be heard. Accessibility planning is an important part of our AODA compliance initiative and will help shape a more inclusive community for all of our members. Representation from faculty, staff and students across a variety of disciplines and departments is desired. Providing the perspective from your experiences as an employee or student will help shape how we address accessibility barriers to better serve our employees, our students and our community at large. This will also help ensure that changes to our community can be made with a thorough understanding of our environment. 
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Sheridan Accessibility Status Report 2018 and 2019


This report outlines Sheridan’s progress of measures taken to implement the Sheridan 2017-2019 Multi-Year Accessibility Plan and any other steps taken to identify, prevent and remove barriers to persons with disabilities at Sheridan. 


To receive this document in an accessible format or with communication supports please contact accessibility@sheridancollege.ca 


General Standards (Part I)


Establishment of accessibility policies (s. 3)


Accessibility Policy


This policy outlines how Sheridan will comply with the requirements of the Integrated Accessibility Standards, O. Reg. 191/11, issued under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005. Updated in 2016 to reflect amended sections[endnoteRef:1] of the Customer Services Standards, this policy is posted on the Sheridan website and available in an accessible format, upon request.  [1:  s. 80.45 4(a)(b), s. 80.47 5. (a)(b), s. 80.49 (1) 1. 2. 3.] 



Other Sheridan Policies


Excerpts of other Sheridan Policies stating how Sheridan achieves or will achieve accessibility are below:


Admission Policy


4.12 Accessibility Policy and Applicants with Disabilities


The Sheridan Accessibility Policy outlines Sheridan’s commitment to the reasonable provision of goods, services and facilities to all persons, including persons with disabilities. This commitment extends to carrying out Sheridan’s responsibilities to meet the accessibility needs of applicants with disabilities in a timely manner, as outlined in the Accessibility Policy. Please contact the Centre for Equity and Inclusion at Sheridan if you require further information or to request this policy in an accessible format.  


Please note, applicants who are requesting individual accommodation due to disability, are directed to visit Accessible Learning (see Section 4.14 Admissions Procedure – Accommodations for Applicants with Disabilities).


Admission Procedure 


4.17 Accommodations for Applicants with a Disability  


Applicants who are requesting individual accommodation due to disability are directed to visit Accessible Learning for further information. 


Sheridan’s Admission Policy is intended to meet the following principles: 


• Admission Processes strive to be accessible and inclusive for applicants with disabilities 


Administration of Surveys Procedure


4.3 Criteria for approval


The Survey Review Committee will assess applications to conduct surveys based on the following criteria:  


Where applicable, adherence and alignment with: 


Sheridan’s Accessibility Policy. As per section 4.11 (Accessible Formats and Communication Supports), Sheridan will provide or arrange for accessible formats and communication supports of any survey material, upon request. Please contact the Centre for Equity and Inclusion for more information or assistance to respond to a request.


Student Code of Conduct - Adjudication Process and Appeals Procedure


3. Definitions


Added the term “support person” as defined in the IASR:


“Support Person” means in relation to a person with a disability, another person who accompanies him or her in order to help with communication, mobility, personal care or medical needs, or with access to goods, services or facilities. 


III. Role of an Advisor and/or Support Person and other Accommodations


2. Support Person and other Accommodations


 • If a Student requests the attendance of a Support Person and/or other accommodations, the Student is required to contact Accessible Learning to determine what accommodations are reasonably required for this Procedure (please see Sheridan’s Accessibility Policy).


 • The sanctioned Student must notify the SRRO if a Support Person will attend any stage of this Procedure.


 • Where the assistance of a Support Person is required by a Student, the Student is permitted access to the Support Person throughout this Procedure.


 • The SRRO will, upon request, provide or arrange for the provision of accessible formats of material, or communication supports for a Student. 


Academic Accommodation Policy and Procedure for Students with Disabilities  


This new policy and procedure are pending approval. 


Use of Facilities for Non-Academic Purposes Policy


4. Policy Statement


 4.1 General Principles 


Sheridan is committed to upholding standards for accessibility and providing barrier-free access to those seeking the temporary use of Sheridan Facilities. 


Smoke Free Sheridan Policy


2. Scope


This policy is distinct from:


· the Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Policy and Procedure(s); and the Sheridan Return to Work Policy and Procedure. 


In addition, this policy shall be interpreted in accordance with the Ontario Human Rights Code, and Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act. For accommodation inquiries: 


· Sheridan employees: please refer to Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Policy and Procedure(s), and Return to Work Policy and Procedure; or


· Sheridan Students: please contact Accessible Learning. 


Use of Animals on Sheridan Premises for Non-Instructional Purposes


Policy Statement


4.4(1) Domestic, exotic or farm animals are not permitted on Sheridan premises with the following exceptions:


1. Guide Dogs or Service Animals; for more information, see the Accessibility Policy


Use and Welfare of Animals in Teaching Policy 


Scope


Animals that are brought onto campus but are not used for instructional purposes in academia or fall under Sheridan’s responsibilities under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, or the Ontario Human Rights Code, (e.g. Service Animals) are not under the scope of this policy. Please refer to the Use of Animals on Sheridan Facilities for Non-Instructional Purposes and Sheridan’s Accessibility Policy. 


__________________________


Note: Updated Sheridan Procurement policies, practices and procedures are provided under “Procuring or acquiring goods, services or facilities” (s. 5 and s. 6) of this report.


Note: The Workplace Accommodation Policy, Procedure(s) and forms, and the updated Return to Work Policy, Procedure and form are provided under “Employment Standards” (s. 28 and s. 29) of this report.


























Accessibility Plans (s. 4)


Multi-Year Accessibility Plan and Annual Status Report


The multi-year accessibility plan (2017-2019) outlines Sheridan’s strategy to prevent and remove barriers and meet our requirements under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation. All plans and annual status reports are posted on Sheridan’s public website, and available in an accessible format, upon request. Any review and update of the plan is done in consultation with persons with disabilities, and the Advisory Council on Sheridan Accessibility.


Beginning in 2020 the plan will be produced in a new 3-year format and will address Sheridan’s ongoing efforts to meet or exceed compliance, and any new requirements covering the years 2020 to 2023.


Other Sheridan Plans


Several other areas at Sheridan also embed accessibility and inclusion within their planning, these include:


Sheridan 2024 - Galvanizing Education for a Complex World


Four priority areas of impact are identified in this plan. They are:


· Exceptional teaching and learning


· Boundless opportunities


· Agility and potential


· Reciprocal work-learn relationships


These four priorities will be driven by five enablers that run across everything Sheridan does: 


1. Inclusion and Equity: Goal: Every individual at Sheridan will work to actively embed inclusion and equity into their spheres of influence. Together we will create a community where everyone is bringing their full potential and experiences, knowing their unique contributions are valued.


2. People-centric technology


3. Flourishing workforce


4. Healthy and creative communities


5. Fiscal and environmental sustainability


Two of the measurable 5-year outcomes are as follows:


· All Sheridan programs, space, curriculum and community activities will be designed for universal accessibility


· Everything at Sheridan will be designed to support full inclusion, and everyone will be invited to bring their full selves, talents and capabilities to the Sheridan community.


Library and Learning Services Universal Access Report: Home


This report seeks to understand current initiatives and how the Library and Learning Services may improve inclusive practices. See section “Students with disabilities”


Library and Learning Services Academic Plan 2018-2022


Library and Learning Services Annual Report 2017-2018


Centre for Equity and Inclusion (CEI) Plan


In 2018, as part of the Integrated planning process at Sheridan, CEI produced an operational plan (2018-2021). Presented at the May 2018 Administrative Leadership Committee, this plan will run parallel alongside the new Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Action Plan going forward.


People Plan 2018 A Year in Review  and the People Plan 2019 Progress Report identify equity, diversity and inclusion related training opportunities for Sheridan employees in development by CEI.




































































Procuring or acquiring goods, services or facilities (s.5)


Procurement Policy and Contract Signing Authority 


4.0 Principles of Procurement


This section was amended in 2019 with expanded AODA language to state how Sheridan will ensure accessible procurement, and Sheridan’s statement regarding the required training obligation of any person who will be providing goods, services or facilities on behalf of Sheridan. 


Section 4.7


Sheridan shall comply with Ontario Regulation 191/11 made under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005, which shall include:


a) where practical (should read practicable) ensuring that Sheridan incorporates accessibility design, criteria and features when procuring or acquiring goods, services or facilities; and


b) requiring any person who will be providing goods, services of facilities on Sheridan’s behalf to undertake AODA training as stipulated by Sheridan. 


Procurement Procedure


Approved in 2019 the document includes:


Section 14.2 


As per Regulation 191/11 made under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005, all Vendors who will be providing Goods and Services, or facilities on Sheridan’s behalf shall undertake AODA training as stipulated by Sheridan. 


Note: The “Accessibility at Sheridan – Training for Sheridan Suppliers” document is provided under “Training” section (s. 7 and s. 80.49) of this report.


Form of Agreement 


Section 4.04 Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) 


A contract document between Sheridan and supplier. Language will be reviewed in 2020.


Sample Non-Binding Request for Proposal (NBRFP) document 


Section 4.14-4.14.3 Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act


Procurement of software platforms  


Digital inclusion criteria were developed by Information Technology Services (ITS) for the specific procurement of software platforms (“Accessibility (AODA) Questions for Software Procurement”) by Sheridan. Staff also have access to additional questions that can be asked to assess a vendor's level of accessibility understanding, and their willingness to address accessibility issues in their software to meet your organizations requirements. 


Specialized software platforms and the Sheridan Intranet Portal Refresh Project


Additionally, throughout 2018 and 2019, ITS staff participated in the development and inclusion of accessibility criteria, design and features in the procurement of several Sheridan specialized software platforms: Human Resources recruitment software, Sheridan Case Management Software, Work Integrated Learning (WIL) Experiential Learning Platform, and as an integral part of the Sheridan Intranet Portal Refresh Project to be rolled out in 2020.


Self-Service Kiosks (s. 6) 


Sheridan continues to apply Section 4.4.10 Information Systems, of the Brock University Facility Accessibility Design Standards document for design criteria related to self-service kiosks, display kiosks, video display terminals, interpretive/informational panels and information systems designed for direct access by the public such as touch screen video display, keyboard or keypad access.


______________________


Note: Information about the Library and Learning Services Collection Policy and the College Libraries Ontario (CLO) Library E-resources Accessibility Project (LEAP) are provided under “Libraries of educational and training institutions” (s. 18) of this report.





















































Training (s. 7 and s. 80.49) 


Training to all Sheridan employees


Online training


The current AODA Customer Service (Colleges Ontario) module and the “Inclusion at Sheridan”: Human Rights, AODA and the Sheridan Workplace (Human Rights/AODA) module are currently provided in “SLATE”; (Sheridan Learning Management System). For full course descriptions and learning objectives see pages 14 and 15 of the 2018/2019 Employee Learning Calendar.


All new Sheridan employees (full time, part time, contract, and student employees) are provided one month to complete these modules. Reminder notices are sent each week following this deadline to ensure completion by employees. Records of training are pulled each quarter from the Human Resources Information System for review with the Mgr., Accessibility and Inclusion.


Content revisions were made to the Human Rights/AODA module in 2017 to reflect amendments to the Customer Service Standards (Part IV.2), repair broken links, and add new or updated Sheridan policy documents etc.


Outstanding from 2018: The Human Rights/AODA module needs to be rewritten to reflect the Sheridan 2024 Plan and any new or updated Sheridan policies. At the same time the existing AODA Customer Service module needs to be retired after 10 years of use. The proposed plan is to create one new module that will cover the following content:


· Updated Customer Service Standards (Part IV.2) content


· A review of the purposes of the AODA and the requirements of the IAS and the Human Rights Code, as it pertains to persons with disabilities


· General accessibility awareness training related to mental health


· General accessibility awareness training related to accessible program or course delivery and instruction


The timeline for completion of this initiative has now been moved forward to March 31, 2020.


Additionally, in 2019 disability/accessibility related content was provided for the new mandatory Active Shooter Preparedness online training module (Risk Management). 


_______________________


Note: Information about the mandatory Active Shooter Preparedness online training module for employees is provided under “Emergency plans, procedures and public information” (s. 13) of this report.


Other Student Employee AODA Training 


· Development of a Peer Mentor PPT online training module for student employees in 2018 (Student Leadership and Engagement, Student Affairs)


· Development of a Peer Tutor AODA online training module for student employees in partnership with the Centre for Teaching and Learning & Library and Learning Services (2019)


· Accessibility and inclusion training were provided to STAR student employees (2018)


Face to Face Training


CEI continued to facilitate the delivery of Respectful and Supportive Place to Work and Learn (RASP) mandatory training for Sheridan Managers in 2018 and 2019. Content related to the Sheridan Accessibility Policy and the Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Policy and Procedures is provided during this session. In 2019 the Workplace Abilities Office added the updated Return to Work Policy and Procedure to presentation content.


Full day training was provided in May 2018 to Student Leadership and Engagement, and Career Services employees covering the topics of equity, inclusion, accommodation and accessibility training.


New Employee Orientation is offered twice yearly through CPOD. CEI delivers an overview of the unit, information about equity and inclusion, and policies related to the Human Rights Code, the AODA and other applicable legislation.


Thursday Jan 2018 – 52 new employees attended


August 13, 2018 – 140 new employees attended


Thursday Jan 2, 2019 – 100 new employees attended


August 12, 2019 – 100 new employees attended


Training to Sheridan volunteers


Any volunteers at Sheridan receive the “Accessibility at Sheridan – Training for Volunteers” document.


Training for persons who develop and approve policies, practices and procedures at Sheridan 


Sessions informing academic faculty about the AODA and the Sheridan 2017-2019 Multi-Year Accessibility Plan were made to the:


· Academic Policy Committee


· Teaching and Learning Committee of Senate


AODA Training was provided to new Sheridan Board of Governors members, in both March and August 2019. 


Additionally, the CEI 2018-2021 operational plan was delivered to the Administrative Leadership Committee in an accessible and inclusive presentation format (May 2018).


Training to any other person who provides goods, services or facilities on behalf of Sheridan


A training document and process for ensuring record keeping of this specific requirement was developed in 2018 with Procurement Services - “Accessibility at Sheridan -Training for Sheridan Suppliers”.


The example below is from a sample Sheridan “NBRFP” document; however, this section may be included in other Procurement agreements or contracts:


Section 7 Sheridan Policies and Procedures related to this NBRFP


7.1 Accessibility at Sheridan





1. Sheridan requires that all employees of the successful Respondent that will be providing goods, services, or facilities on behalf of Sheridan, review and comply with Sheridan’s Accessibility Policy.  Note that this policy requires that your employees, providing goods, services, or facilities at Sheridan, receive appropriate training as outlined in the Accessibility Policy of Sheridan (link provided below).



1. The Sheridan Accessibility Policy.  





1. See Document F for our training document. The successful Respondent will maintain records of the dates on which the training document was distributed and the number of employees to whom it was distributed and maintain this record. You may be contacted by Sheridan for the record of training at any time during the year and will be required to produce the document within 14 working days.  





Supplementary AODA, Accessibility and Inclusion Training Resources 


CEI Fact Sheets


· Understanding accommodation and accessibility


· Accessible and Inclusive Speakers Guide


· Barriers and Persons with Disabilities


· How to create Accessible Email 


· Social Media Accessibility (developed in partnership with Communications, Public Affairs and Marketing)


· Planning for an Inclusive Event or Conference


· Planning for an Inclusive Workshop or Presentation


· Talking Tips: Person First Language


· The Power of Words (the history of the “H” word)


· Practices of Inclusion and Respect


· Universal Washroom Locations


· Guide Dogs and Services Animals at Sheridan




















Information and Communication Standards (Part II)


Feedback (s.11 and s. 80.50) 


Sheridan continues to maintain a feedback process on the external website, so that members of the public can comment on the provision of goods, services or facilities to persons with disabilities. If requested, feedback processes are made available in accessible formats and with communication supports, upon request.


Accessible formats and communication supports (s. 12 and s. 80.51) 


Sheridan Accessibility web pages’ state:


“If you require information from the Sheridan website or any other Sheridan publication in an accessible format or with communication supports, please contact the Centre for Equity and Inclusion at accessiblity@sheridancollege.ca or 905-845-9430 ext. 2775.


Sheridan continues to maintain and add the following statement on several Sheridan website pages, and as a part of document formatting and inclusive event planning:


“If you require accessibility information or to obtain this document in an accessible format please contact (insert department name @email address).”


In February 2018 staff from the Office of the Registrar received “Creating Accessible Documents in Microsoft Word and Adobe Acrobat” training.


Representatives from ITS, Conference Services and the CEI attended a demonstration session of Communication Access Real Time (CART) captioning in May 2018.


The Library and Learning Services Accessibility Guide for Sheridan Library Staff states: Alternate formats of library materials includes information about access to the Accessible Content E-Portal (ACE), a repository of books in accessible formats, managed by the Scholars Portal, a service of the Ontario Council of University Libraries. For accessible formats of textbooks, students must contact an Assistive Technologist at their home campus in order to obtain textbooks from the Alternate Education Resources Ontario AERO repository.


Emergency procedure, plans or public safety information (s. 13)


Fire Emergency Response Procedures for Persons Requiring Assistance document was updated in 2019.


Visitors Requiring Assistance and Individuals without a Plan 


Emergency Procedure Poster indicates the document is available in an accessible format upon request.


Now available at Sheridan Emergency Preparedness web site, the Government of Ontario’s, Office of the Fire Marshall and Emergency Management, “Emergency Preparedness Guide for People with Disabilities”.


 





Active Shooter Preparedness online training


Active Shooter Preparedness mandatory online training module for employees included consultation with CEI on the image/addition of content on the slide “You have a physical disability and can’t run. What should you do?”


Active Shooter Response Procedure for Persons requiring assistance (2019)


The inclusion of two FAQ’s in the procedure to assist Sheridan employees and other persons with disabilities to prepare and respond in an active shooter situation are provided below:


“I’m an employee with a disability. How can I be prepared for an active shooter situation?” Pre-plan potential exit routes and hiding locations. Understand your options. You may contact beprepared@sheridancollege.ca for individualized workplace emergency response information.


“I’m a person with a disability. What should I know about how to respond in an active shooter situation?” Leaving is the first option, but if you can’t, then hide. Try to find a room with a door. Turn off the lights and barricade yourself until you hear the all clear message or receive the all clear message. The Sheridan Alert mobile application provides written updates through push notifications on emergency situations on campus. This app can be downloaded at no charge and operates on Apple and Android phones. Notification speakers will flash with strobe lights in Hazel McCallion HMC B (HMC B) Wing and in selected areas at the Davis and Trafalgar campuses. Finally, please be aware of your surroundings and take cues from those around you.


Sheridan Emergency Alert App – is the official safety App for Sheridan. Once downloaded the user will receive Sheridan emergency alert notifications, including weather closures. This App also provides information for persons with a disability in the event of a fire emergency.


Fire Safety Information specific to Faculty – is required reading for newly hired faculty members.






































Accessible Websites and web content (s. 14)


Some highlights of initiatives in this area include:


· Inclusion of information by ITS staff in the Sheridan Insider about both Global Accessibility Awareness Day (May 2018) and the accessibility features of Office 365. 


· CEI staff coordinated an ad hoc Web Accessibility Committee. The committee met in January, March, April and June 2018


· Development of draft Sheridan E-Accessibility training plan by Digital Marketing, CEI and external consultant. Presentation of plan at Web Governance Council with Director, Digital Marketing and Brand Strategy (March 2018)


· Inclusion of accessibility and social media resources in the Sheridan Partner Network Letter (June 2018) in partnership with the Digital and Social Marketing Specialist, Marketing and Brand Strategy


· Two E-designers in the Centre for Teaching and Learning received international designation as Certified Professionals in Web Accessibility


· The ITS team proposed a change to the WebEx environment that will enable automatic transcription of all recorded meetings.  Information was sent out to the Sheridan community detailing how to access the transcripts, etc.


Progress to meet the 2021 AODA WCAG deadline across the Sheridan web presence 


Plans are underway to carry out a full rebuild of the WWW site. The 2019 launch of the Sheridan Home Page and main navigation provided a good opportunity and experience to achieve WCAG compliance.


Ensuring accessible web content:


Some upcoming challenges that go beyond web development is ensuring accessible web content. For example: 


· Video (captioning, transcript)


· Aggregated social content (third part technology issue)


· Digital documents (PDF, Word)


· Third party technology (Google maps API)


Next steps will include increasing document training and video preparation, and a discussion about the use of third-party technology, with the desired outcome to develop best practices for these areas.


Operation of outside sites


Sites that are operated outside of the Communications, Public Relations and Marketing (CPAM) department other than www.sheridancollege.ca can be a challenge to maintain. The CPAM team has been working on a Universal Design System that may assist to address most if not all challenges re; AODA compliance and brand. The system will provide a set of templates and User Interface (UI) components that can be used by/for any official Sheridan site to achieve compliance This strategy may be the best way to tackle compliance issues for our entire federation of sites.





Training


A vital component of a Web Strategy includes training. This past year CPAM ran a series of workshops that included Siteimprove training and Accessibility for Web. Additionally, CPAM:


· Established a community in Slate to manage this knowledge and our students


· Offered in-class training to Content Connectors. They are specialists within departments and faculties that support content creation and publishing. With some staff turnover in this area future specialist training will need to be rescheduled into 2020


Tools for Monitoring and Testing 


There are two types of testing – automated and manual. CPAM recommends three automated testing tools: Siteimprove, WAVE and aXe as they feel confident in their reporting and testing features. However, there is discussion that these tools don’t tell the full story.  Manual testing on the other hand is extremely expensive and can yield different results depending on the engineer testing your site. CPAM staff have plans to do manual testing with the Siteimprove team on the new WWW site, at a cost of $15,000 for 10 templates.
























































Educational and training resources and materials, etc. (s. 15) 


In 2018 the School of Community Studies (Faculty of Applied Health and Community Studies), Centre for Teaching and Learning, Accessible Learning (Student Affairs), Library and Learning Services, with support from the Centre for Equity and Inclusion collaborated to create a barrier free academic program (Community Worker – Outreach and Development). This successful initiative focused on the use and creation of accessible digital and print materials, videos, course readings, classroom activities and assessments.


If notification is given Sheridan will provide students with disabilities educational or training resources in the following formats:


Taped Texts/Alternate Format Texts


Students requiring books on CD can contact Accessible Learning who will refer the student to the Assistive Technologist to have an order placed for the required materials. 


Print Enlargements


Equipment for enlarging print is available at Accessible Learning.


Notetaking and Photocopying Notes


Instructors and/or students may identify note takers with the assistance of the Accessible Learning staff. 


Interpreters and Computerized Notetaker for the Hearing Impaired


Eligible students are entitled to their choice of either Sign Language Interpreting Service or Computerized Notetaking Service.


 For accessible formats of textbooks, students can contact an Assistive Technologist at their home campus in order to obtain textbooks from the Alternate Education Resources Ontario AERO repository.


All approved classroom and tests accommodations, including those accommodations that will provide an educational resource in an accessible format are provided in the Sheridan document Academic Accommodation Explanations.


________________________


Note: For information about Library and Learning Services and their provision of accessible or conversion ready formats of print-based materials see “Libraries of Educational and Training Institutions (s. 18). 














Training to Educators (s. 16)


Embedded within the Sheridan Human Rights/AODA and the Sheridan Workplace module, educators at Sheridan receive general accessibility awareness training related to the delivery of their program or course delivery and instruction. 


This includes content such as an Accessible Learning Environment Faculty Resource, Accessible Course Delivery Guide and Creating Accessible Documents Tip Sheet. A series of four videos about creating accessible documents is also available on the Sheridan Accessibility – Faculty page.


In 2018, the Access and Support Technician of the Library and Learning Services developed an extensive online Accessibility Guide for Sheridan Library Staff. This guide contains the following sections:


· Home


· AODA


· Accessibility in the Classroom


· Universal Design for Learning


· Alternate formats of library materials


· Captioning


· Accessibility Support at Sheridan Library


· Helpful Accessibility Links


Accessible Library workshops are available upon request. 


The Centre for Teaching and Learning, Faculty Development, conducts workshops for faculty members that both model and instruct faculty on inclusive and accessible design for the classroom.


Fundamentals of Learner Focused Teaching session on “Accessibility and Accommodation” was presented in October 2018 (co-presented by Student Affairs, Accessible Learning and the Centre for Equity and Inclusion staff).





























Libraries of educational and training institutions (s. 18)


The Library and Learning Services Accessibility Support - Home page documents 7 areas of service provision to users with disabilities, these are:


· What accessible features can I expect at all campus libraries?


· Do you provide assistive technology?


· Can I ask staff to pull library items for me?


· Do you provide alternative formats for library material?


· What options are available for research help?


· How do I request accommodations for Tutoring?


Additionally, a “Self-Declaration Form for Accommodations” is available on this page, along with LLS contact information should a person wish to learn more about accessible services at the library, or to request an accommodation for library services.


The Library and Learning Services Universal Access Report: Students with Disabilities page documents 9 service initiatives for students with disabilities, these are:


· Student Orientation


· Infrastructure/Space


· Research Services Support


· Instruction 


· Collections


· SOURCE Repository


· Staffing 


· Sheridan Committee Work


· Professional Development


Under the area of Research Services Support a “button” was added in Summon search for Library users to request an alternate format for print Library collection (excluding textbooks) in 2019.


Tutoring documents were made accessible by tagging PDFs and ensuring correct reading order (2019)


A Library E-resources Accessibility Project (LEAP) tool is currently being developed to evaluate the accessibility of library e-resources. This tool will provide accessibility reports to aid the acquisitions and purchasing decisions of Library e-resources with a launch date of January 2020. This initiative is in partnership with College Libraries Ontario (CLO).


The LLS Collection Development Policy and Reference Services Policy speak to accessibility and inclusion in their goal, criteria and principles sections.


A faculty liaison librarian role was created in 2018 supporting equity, diversity and inclusion with a focus on supporting equity in spaces and events.


Extensive renovations at the Trafalgar Library and Learning Services included the addition of increased lighting in the book stacks area, enhancement of wayfinding with text and iconography on signage, service desks and online public catalogue computers placed at both seated and standing heights, and increased quiet study space. 


In recognition of the International Day of Persons with Disabilities (Dec 3, 2019) the Library posted an Insider notice linking to their support services for users with disabilities and featuring 10 books from the Centre for Equity and Inclusion Collection covering the history, future and unique perspectives of persons with disabilities. 


____________________


Note: For information about the Accessibility Guide for Sheridan Library Staff: Accessibility in the classroom see Training to Educators (s. 15).










































































Employment Standards (Part III) (s. 22 - 32)  


Recruitment, general (s. 22)


Sheridan notifies its employees and the public about the availability of accommodation for applicants with disabilities on the “How to Apply” page, “Explore Careers” page and each job posting,


The document “Frequently Asked Questions – Job Applicants Accommodation Requests” (Part-Time Hiring) is included in the Tips, Tricks and Traps: Guide to Hiring Part- Time Support Staff (page 18) and the content is covered in the Part Time Support Staff Hiring Training Session for Managers presentation.


Recruitment, assessment or selection process (s. 23)


Job applicants are notified when they are individually selected to participate in an assessment or selection process that “accommodations are available upon request in relation to the materials or processes to be used” by including a statement in the email template to the job applicant. The Workplace Accommodation Procedure (Job Applicant) provides information as it pertains to job applicants who may require accommodation through the recruitment, assessment or selection process. 


Notice to successful applicants (s. 24)


When making offers of employment, the successful applicant is notified of Sheridan’s policies for accommodating employees with disabilities by including a statement within the individual letter of employment offer. 


Informing employees of supports (s. 25)


Policies used to support employees with disabilities, including those addressing workplace accommodation that consider an employee's needs to due to disability are available:


· At New Employee Orientation


· In the Inclusion at Sheridan: Human Rights, AODA and the Sheridan Workplace module


· At Respectful and Supportive Place to Work and Learn (RASP) training for new Managers


· On applicable Sheridan Accessibility public web and portal pages


Accessible formats and communication supports for employees (s. 26)


Section 4.5 of the Sheridan Workplace Accommodation Procedure states: “if requested by the employee, the Plan will be provided in an accessible format or with communication supports.”


Workplace Emergency Response information (s. 27) 


Creation of an Individualized Fire Evacuation Plan online request form (accessible format)


Section 4.5 of the Workplace Accommodation Procedure and the Individual Workplace Accommodation Plan documents include language advising the employee of the availability of individualized workplace emergency response information. Human Resources will follow up and request the development of a plan with Risk Management.


Consultation occurred with the Emergency Preparedness and Fire Safety Specialist regarding accessibility testing of the Sheridan Alert App (January 2019) in order to ensure employees with disabilities could access this tool.


Continued use of the “Need Help to Get Out?” postcard letting students and staff know about the availability of an individualized fire evacuation plan is distributed at Student Orientation, annual fire drills, distributed by Security staff and provided to Accessible Learning Services staff. 


Documented individual accommodation plans (s. 28)


A written process for the development of documented individual accommodation plans for employees with disabilities is outlined in Workplace Accommodation Plan, Procedures and Request for Accommodation Form – Disability, and the Sheridan Individual Workplace Accommodation Form. 


Return to Work process (s. 29)


Sheridan has a new Return to Work Policy that provides a framework for an early, safe and successful return to work of employees who are absent from work due to Occupational (workplace) or Non-Occupational (non-workplace) Illness, or Injury or other Disability. This policy complies with the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, the Ontario Human Rights Code, and the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005, and in accordance with Letters of Understanding in respective Collective Agreements (Local 244 and Local 245). This policy addresses the requirements of employees who have been absent from work due to a disability and require disability related accommodations in order to return to work. The new Return to Work Procedure provides information with respect to the application of the policy. 


Performance management (s. 30)


The Performance and Development Review Instrument for Sheridan Administrators states:


“Any performance management process undertaken by Sheridan will take into account the accessibility needs of employees with disabilities, as well as their accommodation needs.”


Career development and advancement (s. 31)


A statement within applicable letters of offer states that Sheridan will consider the accessibility needs of employees with disabilities and their individual workplace accommodations plans, when providing career development and advancement opportunities.  Additionally, Section 4.6 of the Workplace Accommodation Plan outlines when a review of the existing individualized plan will be undertaken.


Redeployment (s. 32)


“When redeploying employees with disabilities Sheridan will consider their accessibility needs and individual workplace accommodation plans “statement is included within applicable letters of redeployment. 


During 2018, the Manager of Accessibility and Inclusion assisted in the implementation of 8 employee workplace accommodation measures.





Transportation Standards (Part IV)


Other Transportation Services - Public Sector Organizations (s. 76)


Sheridan’s Accessibility Policy (Section 4.18 Transportation) states: “Where Sheridan provides transportation service s it shall provide accessible vehicles or equivalent services upon request.”


This statement would include responding to requests for accessible transportation made by students (e.g. a field trip), employees (for a workplace function) or public (e.g. Guests attending a conference at Sheridan).


In 2018, Sheridan’s contracted shuttle service reduced its service to trips between the Trafalgar and Davis campuses only.  At this time CEI worked with Ancillary Services to review their online information for Passengers with Disabilities – Shuttle Bus Information.



























































Design of Public Spaces Standards (Part IV.1) (s. 80.1 - s. 80.44)


Facilities Services


“Preventative and Emergency Maintenance of Accessible Elements in Public Spaces” document is in the 2017-2019 multi-year accessibility plan (Appendix 5 of the document). In 2020 this document will be merged with the Sheridan Temporary Disruption procedure (s. 80.48), which is due for review.


Trafalgar Campus Accessibility Projects


· Phase 1 Upgrades to B/C Wing ramp (new handrails, carpet, vision strips), completed in 2018.


· Accessibility improvements to the Health Centre – including installation of auto door operator, etc. (2019)


· Consultation in 2019 by Designable Environments re; possible locations for some accessible parking spaces off South Road following the Design of Pubic Spaces Standards. Proposed implementation summer of 2020.


· Accessibility improvements made in 2019 to stairs at C15 entrance – handrails, tactile warning indicators, nosing, concrete pads, etc. as per Design of Public Spaces Standards (s. Stairs)


· Accessibility improvements made to SSU Universal Washroom beside the Coffee Loft (2018)


· Removed physical barriers in the Broadcast Journalism area in 2019 (S202-S210). This included installation of automatic door operators at S202 and S207 and millwork done to create a seating area and an accessible work surface for a student using a mobility device in S207 so they may participate alongside their peers.


· D100 Office of the Registrar – Accessibility of OTR Service Counter and accessibility within D100 suite, consultation by Designable Environments as per DOPS (Service Counters), etc. (2019).


Davis Campus Accessibility Projects


· Following an accessibility consultation by Designable Environments completed in February 2019, accessibility enhancements were undertaken/completed to the Entrance/Reception area of B204 (Faculty of Applied Science and Technology) including provision of 3 sets of drawings, installation of auto door operator at main entrance, AODA/DOPS compliant reception counter, larger reception/seating area to allow for greater access for persons using mobility devices, etc.


· “H Wing” Stair Upgrade/Accessibility study was completed by Designable Environments in March 2018. 


HMC Accessibility Projects


· Facilities Services consultation with CEI on the design of HMC2A (2018)


Maintenance and Operations – Accessibility maintenance/repairs/addressing complaints


Trafalgar Campus Maintenance and Operations


· Removal of old equipment and painting of “accommodated washroom” (swipe access only), 2nd floor above the Learning Commons (2019)


· Input into the accessibility of the design and installation of feminine hygiene dispensers in washrooms (2018)


· Automatic door operators installed at: A107, A108, A110, A112, C224, S325, S322


· Automatic door operator installed at East doors of Sheridan Student Union Building 


Davis Campus Maintenance and Operations


· Coordinated response to City of Brampton Parking Services for installation of compliant accessible parking signage with Sheridan Parking Services and Facilities Services (2019)


· Automatic door operator installed at S144 (2019)


HMC Campus Maintenance and Operations


· Involvement addressing ice and snow clearance issues with Facilities staff in 2018/2019


· Consultation by Designable Environments: Accessibility Review Welcome Service Desk at HMC A.


Campus Master Planning (2018-2019)


· CEI participated in the 2019 RFP process to select a vendor


· CEI provided language re; “barrier” questions for online Urban Design Strategies survey


· CEI participated in the Campus Master Planning Advisory Committee


· CEI participated in “Ideas” Workshops


Other Accessible Built Environments Projects 


· Sustainability – Sheridan Vision Zero accessible waste bin designed in 2019 using accessibility standards; consultation by project team with Designable Environments on specific measurements for height of bin, openings and centre/midpoint of openings in the top surface, clear floor space measurements in front and at each side of unit, sideways reach across obstruction, etc. Units will be deployed across TRAF and Davis campuses. Prototype was user tested by persons with disabilities using mobility devices. CEI consulted on accessibility of designated locations and was a participant in the 2018 RFP process to select a vendor.


· The purchase ergonomic chairs for Trafalgar and Davis classrooms (Jan 2019)


· Discussions are underway with Student Affairs, SSU Face It Club, and Facilities Services to create a “quiet space” room at Trafalgar campus.


· Faculty of Animation, Arts and Design - Public Creativity/Work Integrated Learning Studio 2018-2019 invited the participation of CEI in the project.
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Sheridan Annual Accessibility Status Report 2020


This report outlines the measures taken in 2020 to implement Sheridan’s 2017 Multi-Year Accessibility Plan and any other steps taken to identify, prevent and remove barriers to persons with disabilities at Sheridan.


If you require this report in an alternate format please contact Margaret Sanderson, Mgr., Accessibility and Inclusion, Centre for Equity and Inclusion at Margaret.sanderson1@sheridancollege.ca or ext. 2775.


Year – 2020


Policies


Sheridan Accessibility Policy 


Sheridan’s Accessibility Policy is publicly available and accessible formats are available upon request.


New! Sheridan policies related to persons with disabilities


· Sheridan Academic Accommodation Policy and Procedure for Students with Disabilities 


· Sheridan Discrimination and Harassment Policy and Procedures 


· Sheridan Covid-19 Campus Policy (Sec. 4 Use of Masks or Face Coverings/Eye Protection)


New! Sheridan documents related to persons with disabilities


· Use of Service Animals Guideline


· Scent Awareness Guideline


· Guidelines on Special Programs (Section 14 of the Ontario Human Rights Code)


· New Guide: Covid Strategies for Learners : Responding to the Differential Impact of Covid-19 on our Diverse Learning Community 


· Faculty Guidelines and Resources Accessible Learning 


Plans


Sheridan Multi-Year Accessibility Plan


Produced in 2017, this plan will be updated in 2022 and is available online.


Sheridan Plans, reports and reviews related to persons with disabilities or accessibility


· New! 2020 Employee Diversity Self-Identification Report 


· New! 2020 Campus Master Plan – Goal 3 Prioritize accessibility and inclusion in the design of the plan.


· New! Sheridan Equity Diversity and Inclusion Action Plan


Procurement


Review of accessibility design criteria or features in the procurement of Sheridan goods, services or facilities in 2020


Reviews conducted by Information Technology (I.T) staff person using the Sheridan Accessibility Checklist (WCAG 2.0 Level AA) for the procurement of the following software platforms:


· Research administration 


· Job description management 


· Faculty 180 (including input from members of the Sheridan Web Accessibility/Content Committee)


Notice of Temporary Disruptions


Addition of a more prominent “Notices” button advising students, staff, faculty and campus visitors of planned and  unplanned temporary disruptions on the external Sheridan home page.


Training


Sheridan employees


New in 2020! New Employee Orientation at Sheridan now provides a self-directed website with key information for new Sheridan faculty members, support staff or administrative employees. Created for this website, The Inclusive Communities/Centre for Equity and Inclusion video provides an overview of important human rights ,equity and inclusion policies, including the Sheridan Accessibility Policy and more. 


Continued in 2020: All new Sheridan employees are provided 30 days to complete Accessible Customer Service and Human Rights, AODA and the Sheridan Workplace online courses in Sheridan’s learning management system - SLATE.  Employees must successfully complete a quiz (with a minimum 70% passing grade) to indicate they have completed the training. 


New! – Mandatory Foundations of Equitable Practice online course includes 3 modules: Human Rights 101, Unconscious Bias, and Anti-Oppression and Anti-Racism. The Human Rights 101 module addresses discrimination, harassment and the duty to accommodate as it pertains to persons with disabilities and other Human Rights Code protected groups.


Sheridan Board of Governors


Sheridan Board of Governors received AODA training in June, March and September.


Sheridan Managers


Respectful and Supportive Places to Work and Learn online mandatory training for Managers includes sessions on: Sheridan Accessibility Policy, Discrimination and Harassment Policy, Workplace Accommodation Policy and Procedures, and the Sheridan Return to Work Policy and Procedure. Partners in the delivery of the 2020 workshop include Human Resources, Centre for Indigenous Learning and Support, Student Affairs (Student Rights and Responsibilities Office), Centre for Global Education and Internationalization, and Equity, Diversity and Inclusion in Research.  


Sheridan Educators 


New! Centre for Teaching and Learning (CTL) Teach Well Series


· Creating Accessible PowerPoint Presentations – 2 sessions


· 5 Practical Accessibility Tips – 3 sessions


· Inclusive Design in an Online Learning Environment – 4 sessions 


· Fundamentals of Learner Focused Teaching for Non-Full Time Faculty (part-time, partial load and sessional instructors) – The course threads themes of accessibility and inclusion throughout, both in theory and practice – 2 sessions


Training provided upon request


· Session for faculty in June – “Accessibility Policy and Use of Service Animals”


· “Creating Accessible PowerPoint Presentations” presented by CTL Educational Development Consultant to Centre for Equity and Inclusion employees and members of the Sheridan Web Content/Web Accessibility Committee (October)


Training for Sheridan vendors, contractors or other third parties


Vendors, contractors or other third parties are directed to read and understand their obligation as a provider of goods, services or facilities to Sheridan outlined in the “Accessibility at Sheridan – Training Document for Suppliers to Sheridan” posted on Accessibility at Sheridan web page.


Training for Sheridan volunteers


A new checklist was implemented to assist Managers with the enrolment of “unpaid workers” – placement students, volunteers, interns into mandatory “Accessibility at Sheridan” online training and other mandatory courses at Sheridan. Managers are also provided with a fillable completion record document for their tracking purposes. 


Sheridan student employees (specialized)


· Student employee tutors in Library and Learning Services receive a specialized AODA online module for completion


· Student employee Peer Mentors continue to receive a specialized Accessibility and Inclusion online module


Other Sheridan training and education related to persons with disabilities 


New! Inclusive Communities Webinars (available on Sheridan Central)





•	Creative Responses: Supporting Students with Disabilities during Covid-19 (April)


•	Mental Health, Wellness and Self Care in a Pandemic (May)


•	When Bias Becomes Incognito: Exploring Commonplace Microaggressions in the Classroom and Workplace (August)





New! Inclusive Recruitment and Hiring Practices presented to Hiring Panel in Faculty of Animation and Design by CEI





Web Accessibility and Web Content





New! The Centre for Teaching and Learning launch of “Read Speaker” text-to-speech technology on Sheridan’s learning management system “SLATE”.





New! Addition of “Accessibility by UserWay” accessibility widget on external website allowing individual user to modify the accessibility of their experience on the Sheridan website using an Accessibility Menu.





New! The Web Accessibility and Web Content Committee participated in an “Accessibility Hack-a-Thon” to develop a draft accessible policy document template requested by the Office of General Counsel.





Library and Learning Services 


· Updated: Sheridan Library and Learning Services Universal Access Report


· Information about service accessibility for persons with disabilities at Sheridan Library and Learning Services 


· Library and Learning Services Accessibility Help Guide answers frequently answered questions employees may have about accessibility in the classroom, AODA, alternate formats, and captioning of videos


· New! Several of the Teach Well and Digital Inclusion series are posted on Sheridan Library and Learning Services SOURCE Sheridan’s Institutional Repository for preserving and promoting scholarly and creative works of Sheridan faculty, staff and students


Accessible Built Environment at Sheridan


The Sheridan Central Accessibility Fund paid for the following new initiatives to remove physical and architectural barriers:


· Automatic door operators installed at TRA E108, C227 and J316 (March)


· Detectable railings installed underneath staircases at DAV cafeteria


The Manager of Accessibility and Inclusion provided input to the following Facilities Services initiatives:


· Improved accessibility and signage for the Multi-Faith Prayer Rooms


· Initial input into accessibility of Trafalgar Bookstore 


· Input into accessible signage for Covid-19 protocols


· Input into SSU Davis Atrium flooring selection for accessibility


· Input into accessibility of renovations to B315 Electrical Lab at Davis


· Input into accessibility of office renovations to Davis-B305, B401 and B402 


Accessible Customer Service


New! Creation of the Accessible Parking page with information for students, employees and campus visitors with disabilities  


Committee participation at Sheridan 


In response to Covid-19 the Mgr., Accessibility and Inclusion provided a broad equity, diversity, accessibility and inclusion lens to the following committees: 


· Emergency Operations Committee (EOC) and EOC -Facilities: e.g., input on the impact of installing plexiglass barriers and persons with disabilities


The Mgr., Accessibility and Inclusion also provided human rights and accessibility input to the following committees:


· Campus Master Planning Advisory Committee


· Sheridan Website Governance Council (June 2020)


· Academic Accommodation Policy and Procedure Working Group


Committees facilitated by Centre for Equity and Inclusion 


The Manager, Accessibility and Inclusion establishes, reviews and updates the Sheridan Multi-Year Accessibility Plan in consultation with members of the Advisory Council on Sheridan Accessibility and other members of the Sheridan community with disabilities as needed.


The Web Accessibility/Web Content Committee facilitated by the Manager, Accessibility and Inclusion, met in August, October and December 2020 and is comprised of members from Communications Public Relations and Marketing, Information Technology, Accessible Learning, Centre for Teaching and Learning, Library and Learning Services, Sheridan Student Union and individual faculty and staff members with the lived experience of disability. 
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Sheridan Annual Accessibility Status Report 2021





This report outlines the measures taken in 2021 to implement Sheridan’s 2017 Multi-Year Accessibility Plan and any other steps taken to identify, prevent and remove barriers to persons with disabilities at Sheridan.


If you require this report in an alternate format please contact Margaret Sanderson, Mgr., Accessibility and Inclusion, Centre for Equity and Inclusion at Margaret.sanderson1@sheridancollege.ca or ext. 2775.





Year 2021





Policies





New! Human rights and AODA input into the Sheridan Remote Working Protocol 


New! Human rights and AODA input into the draft Sheridan Threat Assessment Policy and Procedure (Policy Review Committee)





Plans





Sheridan Multi-Year Accessibility Plan





Produced in 2017, this plan will be updated in 2022 and is available online. The 2020 Annual Accessibility Status Report is also available online. 





Procurement





New! Embedded WCAG 2.0 AA requirements (Sheridan Accessibility Compliance Checklist) into Procurement Services  “Bonfire” software 


New! AODA input into Security Request for Proposal (RFP)


Training


Sheridan employees


New in 2021! Launch of Accessibility at Sheridan online course in May with updated content, mandatory for all Sheridan employees. 


Sheridan Board of Governors


Sheridan Board of Governors received AODA training in June, March and September.


Sheridan Managers


Respectful and Supportive Places to Work and Learn mandatory training facilitated by the Centre for Equity and Inclusion (CE) for Managers in November 2021 included sessions on: Sheridan Accessibility Policy, Discrimination and Harassment Policy, Workplace Accommodation Policy and Procedures, and Sheridan Return to Work Policy and Procedure. Partners in the delivery of the 2021 training include Human Resources, Centre for Indigenous Learning and Support and Student Affairs (Student Rights and Responsibilities Office). 


Sheridan Educators 


In addition to the mandatory “Accessibility at Sheridan” online training course, educators and other employees at Sheridan were provided with the following Centre for Teaching and Learning (CTL)/Teach Well series training:


· Creating Accessible PowerPoint Presentations – 4 sessions 


· Creating Accessible Word Documents – 4 sessions 


· Creating Closed Captions – 2 sessions 


· Creating Accessible Social Media – 2 sessions 


· Creating Accessible PDFs – 1 session 


· Writing in Plain Language – 1 session 


· Inclusive Design in an Online Learning Environment – 3 sessions 


· Inclusive Design in Desire 2 Learn (D2L) – 1 session


· Read Speaker – 2 sessions


· 5 Practical Accessibility Tips – 4 sessions


· Accessibility, Equity and Inclusion During the Covid-19 Pandemic – with panelists 


· Thriving through Learning Strategy – Accessible Learning and CTL


· Insights and Strategies to support students with Autism Spectrum Disorder in Canadian Post-Secondary Contexts





Required training for Sheridan educators


The following mandatory training was provided to educators enrolled in CTL - Sheridan’s Teaching and Learning Academy 1:


· Inclusive Design in D2L


· Creating Accessible PowerPoint Presentations 


Training provided upon request


· Inclusive Design in an Online Learning Environment – by CTL Educational Development Consultant to Child and Youth Care Program faculty and staff


· Inclusive Design in D2L -presented by CTL Educational Development Consultant at Sheridan Creates: Exploring Transformations in Higher Education


· Creating Accessible PowerPoint Presentations – Lunch and Learn Session by CTL Educational Development Consultant for non-full time faculty members in Faculty of Applied Health and Community Studies (FAHCS)


· Creating Accessible Word Documents – CTL Educational Development Consultant and student Accessibility Ambassadors presented to FAHCS Program Support Specialists and Academic Portfolio Administrators


· Creating Accessible Flyers/Accessible Event Planning – CTL Educational Development Consultant and Mgr., Accessibility and Inclusion held a session with Social Service Worker Program students 


· Respectful and Supportive Places to Work and Learn (EDI) Workshop for the Pilon School of Business faculty members, presented by CEI.


Sheridan student leaders (paid and unpaid)


Updated for 2021! “Moving to Inclusion” training included in the virtual community for Sheridan Student Leaders in the following roles: Peer Mentor, Student Leadership Coached, Virtual Connectors, Collegiate Leadership Competition Team Members, Tutors and Social Change Ambassadors. 59 student leaders were trained to date in 2021 and onboarding of new Peer Mentors in 2022 who will receive this training. Content includes information about CEI, legislative framework, Sheridan 2024 equity and inclusion, general overview of the concepts of power and privilege, persons with disabilities, accessibility and inclusion. 


Other Sheridan training and education related to persons with disabilities 


Inclusive Communities Webinars (available on Sheridan Central)


These webinars continued into 2021 and included disability awareness and human rights topics: 


· Mental Health, Wellness and Self-Care: One Year On


· Academic Accommodation for Students with Disabilities Policy and Procedure


· Supporting Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder


New! Accessibility fact sheet on the topic of “Carrying out accessible virtual consultation”


Web Accessibility and Web Content


New! Sheridan marked an AODA milestone with the Sheridan website relaunch achieving Level "AA" of the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) a worldwide standard, as required under the AODA as of Jan 1, 2021. The entire redevelopment effort was inspired by our core principles of ease of use and accessibility.  Often when ensuring accessible web content challenges can be encountered. The Communications, Public Relations and Marketing team at Sheridan undertook the following steps to further ensure accessible web content:





· Video (captioning, transcript)


· Aggregation of social media content has been reduced


· Digital documents such as PDFs are now scanned and repaired before upload


· Third party technology like Google maps API has limited use on the site


· Rewriting of industry standard JavaScript plugins is sometimes required. Recently a senior developer has rewritten a script used on the site that was created by Twitter Inc. that introduced an accessibility issue.





Sheridan continues to build our knowledge and training programs while supporting our main and affiliated/outside sites.





Operation of outside sites





The CPAM team has been working on a component based Universal Design System that may assist to address most, if not all challenges of AODA compliance and brand. The system will provide a set of templates and User Interface (UI) components that can be used by/for any official Sheridan site to achieve compliance. This strategy may be the best way to tackle compliance issues for our entire federation of sites.





Training





We have centralized support for the main Sheridan College website to maintain and continuously improve accessibility. A core team of web technologists and content administrators works diligently to ensure our focus on accessibility remains a top priority. Training is limited to smaller groups to ensure content focused staff have the needed knowledge to produce content that passes accessibility testing.





Tools for Monitoring and Testing 





There are two types of testing – automated and manual. CPAM recommends three automated testing tools: Dubbot, WAVE and axe™ as they feel confident in their reporting and testing features. Additionally, a CPAM staff member supports manual testing using device specific accessibility features (e.g., Apple iPhone accessibility features). There is a continuous cycle of accessibility review managed by Sheridan’s Product Lead of Web and Marketing technology. This review is supported by the senior development team and our vendor, Dubbot.





New! Information Technology Services staff sought input on accessibility and proposed IT Architecture principles -Ease of Use Principle.


New! Information Technology Services staff sought accessibility input/user experience into the IT Self-Service Portal.


New! “Remediating your Word documents and PowerPoint presentations” established through the Centre for Teaching and Learning. Trained student Accessibility Ambassadors and Allison Fitzgibbon, Educational Development Consultant are available for online support to assist employees with document remediation. 


New! Addition by Communications, Public Relations and Marketing of an embedded slide in the new Sheridan branded PPT presentation template “Making your presentation accessible”.


Demonstration of Read Speaker text to speech software by Accessible Learning to the Web Accessibility/Web Content Committee.


New! The Student Communications Specialist (Communications, Public Affairs and Marketing) joined the Web Accessibility/Web Content Committee. The Specialist:


· Optimized the accessibility of Sheridan's weekly student newsletter, Your Sheridan Weekly


· Applied web accessibility standards on Sheridan Central pages, enhancing the user experience of people with disabilities


· Created an institution-wide communication guide to establish digital email communications and web accessibility standards 


· Leveraged technology such as Google Analytics and Dubbot to track and monitor the user experience and web accessibility of Sheridan Central pages





Employment Standards - Assessing accommodation needs of new employees with disabilities 


New! A New Employee Onboarding Checklist – For Managers includes language to prompt Managers to assess new employee accommodation needs required by the employee to be put in place by their first day of employment (as per AODA) and to contact Human Resources Business Partners for assistance with if needed. 





Library and Learning Services


New! Teach Well and Digital Inclusion series – in partnership with Library and Learning Services offered 3 sessions of: “Accessibility Tools to Support Student Learning: Supports from the Sheridan Library and Beyond”.


Accessible Built Environment at Sheridan


The following initiatives were carried out in 2021 by Facilities Services staff, in consultation with the Mgr., Accessibility and Inclusion: 


· Site visit and physical barrier audit of TRA DB17 and D102 (FAAD) November 2021


· Input into Student Study Spaces drawings


· Audit of single user washrooms


· Facilities Services AODA Working Group


· Input into J Wing Experiential Classrooms (J219, 222, 223, 224)


· Davis Campus Accessibility 


· Input into TRA K Wing drawings review


· Input into B315 and B400a and b renovations


Committee participation at Sheridan 


The Mgr., Accessibility and Inclusion provides a broad equity, diversity, inclusion and accessibility lens to the work of the following Sheridan Committees in 2021:


· Web Advisory Committee (Sheridan Central)


· Remote Working Task Force - new in 2021


· Policy Review Committee - new in 2021


· Emergency Operations Committee (EOC) and EOC Facilities Committee - ongoing from 2020


Committees facilitated by Centre for Equity and Inclusion


The Sheridan Web Accessibility/Web Content Committee met in January, March, May and October. In 2021, the Student Communication Specialist (Communications, Public Relations and Marketing) joined the committee. 


The Manager, Accessibility and Inclusion establishes, reviews and updates the Sheridan Multi-Year Accessibility Plan in consultation with members of the Advisory Council on Sheridan Accessibility and other members of the Sheridan community with disabilities as needed.


Other 


· The Manager, Accessibility and Inclusion provided written feedback to the initial recommendations report for the proposed accessibility standards for post-secondary education during public consultation (November)


· Sheridan recognized the United Nations International Day of Persons with Disabilities on Friday December 3, 2021


· Facilities Services launched new name and Customer Service Centre –Facilities and Sustainable Infrastructure Department - including wording re; reporting of accessibility features that are broken or in need of repair


· Sheridan College filed the 2021 Accessibility Compliance Report (December) with the Ministry of Seniors and Accessibility
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Completing your accessibility compliance report

You must complete the mandatory fields on each page before you can move to the next page. Mandatory fields are marked with an asterisk (*). 

To start, save the form on your computer. Be sure to open the form with Adobe Reader 10 or higher. You can save the form at any point in the process and return to it later. You may distribute the form within your organization for input before submitting.

You need the following to file your accessibility compliance report:

•  organization legal name

•  9-digit business number (BN9). This is the number that Canada Revenue Agency uses to identify your organization. You can find it on your federal or provincial tax return. If your organization does not have a business number (BN9), contact us to receive an AODA identifier to be used in place of a business number (BN9).

•  organization category (OPS/OLA, Designated Public Sector)

Note: If you select the wrong organization category, you may see questions that do not apply to you. You will need to correct the category and enter your data again to successfully submit your report.

•  number of employees in your organization in Ontario

•  name and contact information of your certifier (a director or senior officer with legal authority to say that the report is complete and accurate)

File for up to 20 organizations at once

You can use one form to file a report for up to 20 organizations. To do so, you need each organization’s:

•  legal name

•  business number (BN9) or AODA identifier

•  number of employees in Ontario

•  address

Each organization must have the same:

•  organization category

•  number of employees range (e.g. 20-49, 50+)

•  certifier

•  answers to all of the accessibility compliance questions

If not, you will need to complete a separate form for each organization.

Note: Users of assistive technology should pull up a list of buttons to get a list of the links on the form.

Begin your report

Follow these steps to complete your form:

1.  Download and save the form

•  Download and save the form on your computer

•  Open the form with Adobe Reader 10 or higher

2.  Enter your organization’s information

•  Enter your organization's information then select Next

3.  Understand your requirements

•  If you need information about the requirements, select the website link in section B: Understand your accessibility requirements. This will bring you to our website where you can see your past, current and future requirements.

4.  Certify your report

•  Complete the Certifier Information section

•  The certifier must:

-  make sure all information on the form is complete and accurate

-  check the box to show they have authority to certify your organization

-  enter the certification date or select it from the drop down calendar

•  Enter your organization’s primary contact. This is the person to be contacted if more information is needed. This person may be the certifier or a different person.

5.  Answer the questions

•  The questions on the form are based on the requirements that apply to your:

-  organization category

-  number of employees range

•  Select Yes (if you are in compliance) or No (if you are not in compliance) for each question. You may add comments in the comment box below each question.

•  Each report question has links to:

-  the regulation section that is related to that question

-  helpful resources to help you understand and comply with the requirements

•  Once you have answered all of the questions, select Save form at the bottom of the page before selecting Next

•  Review the accessibility compliance report summary.

6.    Submit your report

•  You may save the form at any time by selecting the Save form button. When you are ready to submit your report, select the Save and Submit button. You will be prompted to save the form on your computer first and then it will be submitted.

•  Wait for a confirmation prompt with a confirmation number that either confirms submission or indicates any problems.

•  Once the report is received, an email will be sent to the Certifier and the Primary Contact. This email will include:

-  a confirmation number

-  an accessible PDF copy of your report

If you have not received a confirmation number upon successfully submitting the form or have any questions please contact the AODA Contact Centre (ServiceOntario) at:

Toll free phone:         1-866-515-2025                   

TTY Toll free:                  1-800-268-7095

Phone:         416-849-8276

TTY:         416-325-3408

Accessible alternate formats

If you need the accessibility compliance report in an accessible format, please email

.

2019 Accessibility compliance report

0,0,0
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Instructions

All information you provide is subject to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.

If you are a public sector organization with 20 or more employees that is not designated under the

you are to comply with the IASR as a private/not-for-profit

organization and complete the appropriate Accessibility Compliance Report. If you are a public sector organization

with fewer than 20 employees that is not designated under the

, you are to comply with the IASR as a small

business/non-profit organization and are exempt from the requirement to submit a report.

Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.

A. Organization information

Business details 

Mailing address 

Address where letters can be sent to the person responsible for coordinating the organization's AODA compliance activities.

Country *

The fields below will change based on your selection.

Type of address *

Business address

(Address at which letters can be sent to the company director/officer accountable for the organization's compliance with the AODA.)

Country *

The fields below will change based on your selection.

Type of address *

Use the "Add new organization" button to add additional organizations to which this accessibility report is to be applied (maximum 20).

Note: All organizations must have the same organization category, number of employees range, compliance answers and certifier, and have different business numbers, in order to file under the same form.

2021 Accessibility compliance report

Ministry for Seniors and Accessibility
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Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.

B. Understand your accessibility requirements 

Before you begin your report, you can learn about your accessibility requirements at 

Additional accessibility requirements apply if you are:

For enquiries related to the AODA obligations of the Ontario Public Service (OPS) or offices appointed under the Ontario Legislative Assembly (OLA), please contact AODA Contact Centre (ServiceOntario) at:

Phone:         416-849-8276 or

Toll-free:         1-866-515-2025

TTY:         416-325-3408 or

Toll-free:         1-800-268-7095

Email : aoda.assistance

@ 

ontario.ca

C. Accessibility compliance report certification

Section 15 of the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005 requires that accessibility reports include a statement certifying that all the required information has been provided and is accurate, signed by a person with authority to bind the organization(s).

Note: It is an offence under the Act to provide false or misleading information in an accessibility report filed under the AODA.

The certifier may designate a primary contact for the Ministry for Seniors and Accessibility to contact the organization(s); otherwise the certifier will be the main contact.

Certifier: Someone who can legally bind the organization(s).

Primary Contact: The person who will be the main contact for accessibility issues.

Acknowledgement

Certifier information

Primary contact for the organization(s)

D. Accessibility compliance report questions

You are not required to provide responses to the questions. However, if you choose to answer a question, you must answer all of them.

Instructions

Please answer each of the following compliance questions. Use the Comments box if you wish to comment on any response. 

If you need help with a specific question, click the help links which will open in a new browser window. Use the link on the left to view the relevant AODA regulations and the link on the right to view relevant accessibility information resources.

Municipal Accessibility Advisory Committees

1.         Is your organization a municipality with a population of 10,000 or more? *

(If Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions.)

1.a.         Has your organization established an accessibility advisory committee asoutlined in section 29 of the AODA? *

         (If Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions.)

2. Are the majority of the members of the committee persons with disabilities? *

3.         Has the committee provided advice to council about site plans and drawings (as described in S.41 of the Planning Act) as well as advice on the requirements and implementation of accessibility standards? *

Foundational requirements

4.         Does your organization have written accessibility policies that include a statement of commitment? *

5.         Does your organization have a document or documents of your accessibility policies publicly available and, on request, provide them in an accessible format? *

6.         Has your organization established, implemented, maintained and posted a multi-year accessibility plan on your organization’s website? *

7.         Has your organization completed a review of its progress implementing the strategy outlined in its accessibility plan and documented the results in an annual status report posted on the organization’s website? *

8.         Did your organization consult with people with disabilities when establishing, reviewing and updating its multi-year accessibility plan? *

9.         Does your organization provide the appropriate training on the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation and the Human Rights Code as it pertains to persons with disabilities? *

10. Were all persons that require training trained as soon as practicable? Under Section 7(1) of the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation, the following persons require training: (a) all persons who are an employee of, or a volunteer with, the organization; (b) all persons who participate in developing the organization’s policies; and (c) all other persons who provide goods, services or facilities on behalf of the organization. *

11. Does your organization provide training in respect of any changes to your accessibility policies on an ongoing basis? *

12. Does your organization keep a record of the training provided, including the dates on which the training is provided and the number of individuals to whom it is provided? *

13. Does your organization ensure that its public feedback processes are accessible to persons with disabilities by providing or arranging accessible formats or communication supports, upon request, and do you notify the public of this accessible feedback policy?Note: “public” can include customers, clients, third parties, or businesses. *

Information and communications

14. As of January 1, 2021, do all your organization’s internet websites conform to World Wide Web Consortium Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 Level AA (except for live captions and pre-recorded audio descriptions)? Please indicate in the comment box provided the complete names and addresses of your publicly available web content, including websites, social media pages, and apps *

Employment

15. Does your organization notify successful applicants of its policies for accommodating employees with disabilities during offers of employment? *

16. Does your organization develop and have in place a written process for the development of documented individual accommodation plans for employees with disabilities? *

Transportation

17. Does your organization provide transportation services? *

(If Yes, you will be required to answer an additional question.)

17.a.         Does your organization conduct employee and volunteer accessibility training on the safe use of accessibility equipment and features of your transportation vehicles? *

Design of public spaces

18. Since your organization last reported on its accessibility compliance, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing off-street parking facilities that it intends to maintain? *

      (If Yes, you will be required to answer an additional question.)

18.a.         When constructing new or redeveloping off-street parking facilities that your organization intends to maintain, does it ensure that the off-street parking facilities meet the accessibility requirements as outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? *

19. Since your organization last reported on accessibility compliance, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor play spaces that it intends to maintain? *

      (If Yes, you will be required to answer an additional question.) 

19.a.         When constructing new or redeveloping existing outdoor play spaces, did your organization consult with the public and persons with disabilities on the needs of children and caregivers, and if you represent a municipality did your organization consult with the municipal advisory committee where one was established as outlined in s. 80.19 of the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? *

20. Does your organization’s multi-year accessibility plan include procedures for preventative and emergency maintenance of the accessible elements in public spaces, and for dealing with temporary disruptions when accessible elements required under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulations Part IV are not in working order? *

Confirmation questions

21. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for the Information and Communications Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? *

22. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for the Employment Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? *

23. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for Transportation Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? *

24. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for the Customer Service Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? *

25. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for the Design of Public Spaces Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? *

Provide accessible customer service

1. Does your organization permit people with disabilities who are accompanied by a guide dog or service animal to keep the animal with them, unless otherwise excluded by law? *

2. If a person with a disability is accompanied by a support person, does your organization ensure that the persons are permitted to enter the premises together and that the person with a disability is not prevented from having access to the support person while on your premises? *

3. Does your organization ensure that the required persons receive training on the accessibility standards for customer service? *

4. Has your organization established a process for receiving and responding to feedback on the accessibility of its customer service and does it make information about the feedback process readily available to the public? *

5. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements in effect under the Customer Service Standard? *

Make your employment practices accessible

1. Does your organization notify its employees and the public about the availability of accommodations during the recruitment process? *

2. Does your organization provide employees with updated information about its policies to support employees with disabilities? *

3. When requested, does your organization provide employees with disabilities information in an accessible format or with communication supports? *

4. Does your organization prepare individualized workplace emergency response information for employees with disabilities? *

Make new or redeveloped public spaces accessible

5. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing recreational trails that you intend to maintain? *

    (if Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions) 

5.a. Did your organization consult with the public and persons with disabilities prior to constructing new or redeveloping existing recreational trails as outlined in the s.80(8) of the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation (IASR)? *

5.b. Does your organization ensure that its new or redeveloped recreational trails meet the technical requirements as outlined s.80(9) of the IASR? *

6. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing beach access routes that you intend to maintain? *

    (if Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions) 

6.a. Does your organization ensure that its new or redeveloped beach access routes meet the technical requirements as outlined in IASR s.80(10)? *

7. Do your new or redeveloped recreational trail and/or beach access routes include boardwalks? *

    (if Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions) 

7.a. Where new or redeveloped recreational trails and/or beach access routes have a boardwalk, does the boardwalk meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(12) of the IASR? *

8. Do your new or redeveloped recreational trails and/or beach access routes include ramps? *

    (if Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions) 

8.a. Where new or redeveloped recreational trails and/or beach access routes have a ramp, does the ramp meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(13) of the IASR? *

9. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor public use eating areas that you intend to maintain? *

    (if Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions) 

9.a. Does your organization ensure that where they construct or redevelop outdoor public use eating areas that they meet the requirements as outlined in s.80(17) of the IASR? *

10. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor play spaces that you intend to maintain? *

     (if Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions) 

10.a. When constructing new or redeveloping existing outdoor play spaces, did your organization consult with the public and persons with disabilities on the needs of children and caregivers as outlined in s.80(19) of the IASR? *

10.b. Did your organization incorporate accessibility features when constructing a new or redeveloping an existing play space as outlined in s.80(20a) of the IASR? *

10.c. Does your organization’s new or redeveloped play spaces have a firm ground surface as outlined in s.80(20b) of the IASR? *

11. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing exterior paths of travel that you intend to maintain? *

     (if Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions) 

11.a. Where applicable, do your newly constructed or redeveloped exterior paths of travel meet the technical and general requirements as outlined in s.80(21) – 80(31) of the IASR? *

12. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing off-street parking facilities that you intend to maintain? *

      (if Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions) 

12.a. When constructing new or redeveloping off-street parking facilities that you intend to maintain, do you ensure that the off-street parking facilities meet the accessibility requirements as outlined in s.80(32) – 80(37) of the IASR? *

13. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed a new or replaced an existing service counter? *

      (if Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions) 

13.a. Does your organization ensure that new or redeveloped service counters meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(41) of the IASR? *

14. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new fixed queuing guides? *

      (if Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions) 

14.a. Does your organization ensure that new fixed queuing guides for obtaining services meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(42) of the IASR? *

15.         Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing waiting areas? *

      (if Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions) 

15.a. Does your organization ensure that new or developed fixed seating waiting areas meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(43) of the IASR? *

16. Does your organization’s public spaces have accessible elements in place as required under the Design of Public Spaces Standard of the IASR? *

      (if Yes, you will be required to answer additional questions) 

16.a. Does your organization’s multi-year accessibility plan include procedures for preventative and emergency maintenance of the accessible elements in public spaces, and for dealing with temporary disruptions when accessible elements are not in working order as outlined in s.80(44) of the IASR? *

17. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements in effect under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? *

Foundational requirements

1.         Does your organization have policies, practices and procedures on providing goods, services or facilities to persons with disabilities? *

2.         Does your organization have a document or documents of your accessibility policies publicly available and, on request, provide them in an accessible format? *

3.         Has your organization established, implemented, maintained and posted a multi-year accessibility plan? *

4.         Has your organization completed a review of its progress implementing the strategy outlined in its accessibility plan and documented the results in an annual status report posted on the organization’s website?  *

5.         Does your organization provide the appropriate training on the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation and the Human Rights Code as it pertains to persons with disabilities? *

6.         Were all persons that require training, as described in IASR s. 7(1), trained as soon as practicable? *

7.         Did your organization provide training in respect of any changes to your accessibility policies on an ongoing basis? *

8.         Does your organization keep a record of the training provided under IASR section 7, including the dates on which the training is provided and the number of individuals to whom it is provided? *

9.         Has your organization established and documented a process to receive and respond to feedback on how its goods or services are provided to persons with disabilities, including actions that your organization will take when a complaint is received? *

Information and communications

10.         Does your organization have a process to provide accessible formats and communication supports to people with disabilities in a timely manner and at no extra cost? *

11.         Does your organization provide its publicly available emergency procedures, plans or safety information in accessible formats to people with disabilities upon request? *

Employment 

12.         When requested, does your organization provide employees with disabilities information in an accessible format or with communication supports? *

13. Does your organization prepare individualized workplace emergency response information for employees with disabilities? *

14. Does your organization develop and have in place a written process for the development of documented individual accommodation plans for employees with disabilities? *

Design of public spaces

15. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing exterior paths of travel that it intends to maintain? *

      (If Yes, you will be required to answer an additional question.) 

15.a.         Where applicable, do your newly constructed or redeveloped exterior paths of travel meet the technical and general requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? *

16. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor public use eating areas? *

      (If Yes, you will be required to answer an additional question.) 

16.a. Where applicable, do your newly constructed or redeveloped outdoor public use eating areas meet the general requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? *

17. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor play spaces? *

      (If Yes, you will be required to answer an additional question.) 

17.a. Where applicable, do your newly constructed or redeveloped outdoor play spaces meet the accessibility in design and consultation requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? *

18. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing off-street parking? *

      (If Yes, you will be required to answer an additional question.) 

18.a. Where applicable, does your newly constructed or redeveloped off-street parking meet the requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? *

19. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new service counters, (which includes replacing existing service counters)? *

      (If Yes, you will be required to answer an additional question.) 

19.a. Where applicable, do your newly constructed service counters meet the requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? *

20. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new fixed queuing guides? *

      (If Yes, you will be required to answer an additional question.) 

20.a. Where applicable, do your newly constructed fixed queuing guides meet the requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces Standards? *

21. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing waiting areas? *

      (If Yes, you will be required to answer an additional question.) 

21.a. Where applicable, do your newly constructed waiting areas meet the requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? *

Confirmation questions

22. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for customer service in effect under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? *

23. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with the requirements of the employment standards? *

24. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with the requirements of the Design of Public Spaces standards? *

If you have no employees this section does not apply to you.
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Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.

E. Accessibility compliance report summary

You have indicated that all organizations identified in Section A of this report have zero employees and as such no accessibility questions apply.

Your organization may be audited to verify compliance.

Your responses to the questions on your accessibility report indicate that your organization is in compliance with AODA standards.  Your organization may be audited to verify compliance.

Your response to the questions on your accessibility report indicate that your organization is not in compliance with AODA standards. You have responded ‘No’ to the question(s) below:   

This means that your organization is not in full compliance with the requirements of the AODA. If your compliance status changes, you will need to submit an updated report.   Your organization may be audited to verify compliance.

ADO

Ministry for Seniors and Accessibility

2021 Accessibility compliance report

2021 Accessibility compliance report

1

0

0

0 employees

1-49 employees

50+ employees

FILE_0

FILE_1_49

FILE_50

2021

Organization 1. Specify Organization legal name. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify the number of provincially regulated employees in Ontario. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1.  Specify your organization’s Business number (BN9). This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Check this box if you were assigned an alternate business identifier (AODA identifier) by the Ministry for Seniors and Accessibility. The fields will change based on your selection.

Organization 1. Enter your assigned AODA identifier. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Check this box if your legal and operating name are the same.

Organization 1. Specify your organization’s operating/business name.

Organization 1. Select your language preference for communications. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Select the sector that best describes your organization’s principal business activity. This field is mandatory.

11 - Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting

21 - Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction

22 - Utilities

23 - Construction

31-33 - Manufacturing

41 - Wholesale trade

44-45 - Retail trade

48-49 - Transportation and warehousing

51 - Information and cultural industries

52 - Finance and insurance

53 - Real estate and rental and leasing

54 - Professional, scientific and technical services

55 - Management of companies and enterprises

56 - Administrative and support, waste management and remediation services

61 - Educational services

62 - Health care and social assistance

71 - Arts, entertainment and recreation

72 - Accommodation and food services

81 - Other services (except public administration)

91 - Public administration

11

21

22

23

31-33

41

44-45

48-49

51

52

53

54

55

56

61

62

71

72

81

91

Organization 1. Select the subsector that best describes your organization’s principal business activity (if applicable).

611 - Educational services

611

Organization 1. Select the industry group that best describes your organization’s principal business activity (if applicable).

6111 - Elementary and secondary schools

6112 - Community colleges and C.E.G.E.P.s

6113 - Universities

6114 - Business schools and computer and management training

6115 - Technical and trade schools

6116 - Other schools and instruction

6117 - Educational support services

6111

6112

6113

6114

6115

6116

6117

Canada

Organization 1. Select if the mailing address is in Canada.

Organization 1. Select if the mailing address is in the United States of America.

Organization 1. Select if the mailing address is an International address.

Organization 1. Specify the country or locale of the mailing address. You must select one of the three options provided.

1

Organization 1. Select if the mailing address is a street address.

Organization 1. Select if the mailing address is a street address served by route.

Organization 1. Select if the mailing address is not of the type street address nor street address served by route.

Organization 1. Specify the address type for the mailing address. You must select one of the three options provided.

Organization 1. Specify the unit number for the mailing address, if applicable.

1430

Organization 1. Specify the street number for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

Trafalgar 

Organization 1. Specify the street name for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

926520020

Organization 1. Select the street type for the mailing address, if applicable.

Organization 1. The street type for the mailing address is not in the list. Specify the street type here. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Select the street direction for the mailing address, if applicable.

Oakville

Organization 1. Specify the city for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

ON (Ontario)

Organization 1. Select the province for the mailing  address. This field is mandatory.

AB (Alberta)

BC (British Columbia)

MB (Manitoba)

NB (New Brunswick)

NF (Newfoundland)

NS (Nova Scotia)

NT (Northwest Territories)

NU (Nunavut)

ON (Ontario)

PE (Prince Edward Island)

QC (Quebec)

SK (Saskatchewan)

YT (Yukon)

AB (Alberta)

BC (British Columbia)

MB (Manitoba)

NB (New Brunswick)

NF (Newfoundland)

NS (Nova Scotia)

NT (Northwest Territories)

NU (Nunavut)

ON (Ontario)

PE (Prince Edward Island)

QC (Quebec)

SK (Saskatchewan)

YT (Yukon)

L6H 2L1

Organization 1. Specify the postal code (e.g. A1A 1A1) for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify the unit number for the business address, if applicable.

1430

Organization 1. Specify the street number for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

Trafalgar 

Organization 1. Specify the street number for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

926520020

Organization 1. Select the street type for the mailing address, if applicable.

Organization 1. The street type for the mailing addresss is not in the list. Specify the street type here. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Select the street direction for the mailing address, if applicable.

Organization 1. Select the route type for the mailing address, if applicable.

RR (Rural Route)

MR (Mobile Route)

SS (Suburban Service)

GD (General Delivery)

926520000

926520001

926520002

926520003

Organization 1. Specify the route number for the mailing address, if applicable.

Oakville

Organization 1. Specify the city for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

ON (Ontario)

Organization 1. Select the province for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

AB (Alberta)

BC (British Columbia)

MB (Manitoba)

NB (New Brunswick)

NF (Newfoundland)

NS (Nova Scotia)

NT (Northwest Territories)

NU (Nunavut)

ON (Ontario)

PE (Prince Edward Island)

QC (Quebec)

SK (Saskatchewan)

YT (Yukon)

AB (Alberta)

BC (British Columbia)

MB (Manitoba)

NB (New Brunswick)

NF (Newfoundland)

NS (Nova Scotia)

NT (Northwest Territories)

NU (Nunavut)

ON (Ontario)

PE (Prince Edward Island)

QC (Quebec)

SK (Saskatchewan)

YT (Yukon)

L6H 2L1

Organization 1. Specify the postal code (e.g. A1A 1A1) for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify the post office box number for the mailing address, if applicable.

Organization 1. Select the route type for the mailing address, if applicable.

RR (Rural Route)

MR (Mobile Route)

SS (Suburban Service)

GD (General Delivery)

926520000

926520001

926520002

926520003

Organization 1. Specify the route number for the mailing address, if applicable.

Organization 1. Select the delivery installation type for the mailing address, if applicable.

BDP  (Bureau De Poste)

CSP  (Comptoir Service Postal)

LCD  (Letter Carrier Depot)

PDF  (Poste De Facteurs)

PO  (Post Office)

RPO  (Retail Postal Outlet)

STN  (Station)

SUCC  (Succursale)

926520000

926520001

926520002

926520003

926520004

926520005

926520006

926520007

Organization 1. Specify the delivery installation identifier for the mailing address, if applicable.

Oakville

Organization 1. Specify the city for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

ON (Ontario)

Organization 1. Select the province for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

AB (Alberta)

BC (British Columbia)

MB (Manitoba)

NB (New Brunswick)

NF (Newfoundland)

NS (Nova Scotia)

NT (Northwest Territories)

NU (Nunavut)

ON (Ontario)

PE (Prince Edward Island)

QC (Quebec)

SK (Saskatchewan)

YT (Yukon)

AB (Alberta)

BC (British Columbia)

MB (Manitoba)

NB (New Brunswick)

NF (Newfoundland)

NS (Nova Scotia)

NT (Northwest Territories)

NU (Nunavut)

ON (Ontario)

PE (Prince Edward Island)

QC (Quebec)

SK (Saskatchewan)

YT (Yukon)

L6H 2L1

Organization 1. Specify the postal code (e.g. A1A 1A1) for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify address line one for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify the address line two for the mailing address, if applicable.

Oakville

Organization 1. Specify the city for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

Empty

Organization 1. Select the state for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

District of Columbia

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

Nebraska

Nevada

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Vermont

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

L6H 2L1

Organization 1. Specify the five or nine digit zip code for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify address line one for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify address line two for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

Canada

Organization 1. Specify the country for the mailing address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Check if the business address is same as the mailing address.

Canada

Organization 1. Select if the business address is in Canada.

Organization 1. Select if the business address is in the United States of America.

Organization 1. Select if the business address is an International address.

Organization 1. Specify the country or locale of the business address. You must select one of the three options provided.

1

Organization 1. Select if the business address is a street address.

Organization 1. Select if the business address is a street address served by route.

Organization 1. Select if the business address is not of the type street address nor street address served by route.

Organization 1. Specify the address type for the business address. You must select one of the three options provided.

Organization 1. Specify the unit number for the business address, if applicable.

1430

Organization 1. Specify the street number for the business address. This field is mandatory.

Trafalgar 

Organization 1. Specify the street name for the business address. This field is mandatory.

926520020

Organization 1. Select the street type for the business address, if applicable.

Organization 1. The street type for the business addresss is not in the list. Specify the street type here. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Select the street direction for the business address, if applicable.

Oakville

Organization 1. Specify the city for the business address. This field is mandatory.

ON (Ontario)

Organization 1. Select the province for the business  address. This field is mandatory.

AB (Alberta)

BC (British Columbia)

MB (Manitoba)

NB (New Brunswick)

NF (Newfoundland)

NS (Nova Scotia)

NT (Northwest Territories)

NU (Nunavut)

ON (Ontario)

PE (Prince Edward Island)

QC (Quebec)

SK (Saskatchewan)

YT (Yukon)

AB (Alberta)

BC (British Columbia)

MB (Manitoba)

NB (New Brunswick)

NF (Newfoundland)

NS (Nova Scotia)

NT (Northwest Territories)

NU (Nunavut)

ON (Ontario)

PE (Prince Edward Island)

QC (Quebec)

SK (Saskatchewan)

YT (Yukon)

L6H 2L1

Organization 1. Specify the postal code (e.g. A1A 1A1) for the business address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify the unit number for the business address, if applicable.

1430

Organization 1. Specify the street number for the business  address. This field is mandatory.

Trafalgar 

Organization 1. Specify the street name for the business address. This field is mandatory.

926520020

Organization 1. Select the street type for the business address, if applicable.

Organization 1. The street type for the business addresss is not in the list. Specify the street type here. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Select the street direction for the business address, if applicable.

Organization 1. Select the route type for the business address, if applicable.

RR (Rural Route)

MR (Mobile Route)

SS (Suburban Service)

GD (General Delivery)

926520000

926520001

926520002

926520003

Organization 1. Specify the route number for the business address, if applicable.

Oakville

Organization 1. Specify the city for the business address. This field is mandatory.

ON (Ontario)

Organization 1. Select the province for the business  address. This field is mandatory.

AB (Alberta)

BC (British Columbia)

MB (Manitoba)

NB (New Brunswick)

NF (Newfoundland)

NS (Nova Scotia)

NT (Northwest Territories)

NU (Nunavut)

ON (Ontario)

PE (Prince Edward Island)

QC (Quebec)

SK (Saskatchewan)

YT (Yukon)

AB (Alberta)

BC (British Columbia)

MB (Manitoba)

NB (New Brunswick)

NF (Newfoundland)

NS (Nova Scotia)

NT (Northwest Territories)

NU (Nunavut)

ON (Ontario)

PE (Prince Edward Island)

QC (Quebec)

SK (Saskatchewan)

YT (Yukon)

L6H 2L1

Organization 1. Specify the postal code (e.g. A1A 1A1) for the business address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify the post office box number for the business address, if applicable.

Organization 1. Select the route type for the business address, if applicable.

RR (Rural Route)

MR (Mobile Route)

SS (Suburban Service)

GD (General Delivery)

926520000

926520001

926520002

926520003

Organization 1. Specify the route number for the business address, if applicable.

Organization 1. Select the delivery installation type for the business address, if applicable.

BDP  (Bureau De Poste)

CSP  (Comptoir Service Postal)

LCD  (Letter Carrier Depot)

PDF  (Poste De Facteurs)

PO  (Post Office)

RPO  (Retail Postal Outlet)

STN  (Station)

SUCC  (Succursale)

926520000

926520001

926520002

926520003

926520004

926520005

926520006

926520007

Organization 1. Specify the delivery installation identifier for the business address, if applicable.

Oakville

Organization 1. Specify the city for the business address. This field is mandatory.

ON (Ontario)

Organization 1. Select the province for the business address. This field is mandatory.

AB (Alberta)

BC (British Columbia)

MB (Manitoba)

NB (New Brunswick)

NF (Newfoundland)

NS (Nova Scotia)

NT (Northwest Territories)

NU (Nunavut)

ON (Ontario)

PE (Prince Edward Island)

QC (Quebec)

SK (Saskatchewan)

YT (Yukon)

AB (Alberta)

BC (British Columbia)

MB (Manitoba)

NB (New Brunswick)

NF (Newfoundland)

NS (Nova Scotia)

NT (Northwest Territories)

NU (Nunavut)

ON (Ontario)

PE (Prince Edward Island)

QC (Quebec)

SK (Saskatchewan)

YT (Yukon)

L6H 2L1

Organization 1. Specify the postal code (e.g. A1A 1A1) for the business address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify address line one for the business address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify address line two for the business address, if applicable.

Oakville

Organization 1. Specify the city for the business address. This field is mandatory.

Empty

Organization 1. Select the state for the business address. This field is mandatory.

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

District of Columbia

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

Nebraska

Nevada

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Vermont

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming

AL

AK

AZ

AR

CA

CO

CT

DE

DC

FL

GA

HI

ID

IL

IN

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

MA

MI

MN

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV

NH

NJ

NM

NY

NC

ND

OH

OK

OR

PA

RI

SC

SD

TN

TX

UT

VT

VA

WA

WV

WI

WY

L6H 2L1

Organization 1. Specify the five or nine digit zip code for the business address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify address line one for the business address. This field is mandatory.

Organization 1. Specify address line two for the business address. This field is mandatory.

Canada

Organization 1. Specify the country for the business address. This field is mandatory.

Designated Public Sector

50+ 

2019

Sheridan College of Applied Arts and Technology

107976565

1. Is your organization a municipality with a population of 10,000 or more? (If Yes, you will be required to answer an additional question). This field is mandatory. Yes

2

1. Is your organization a municipality with a population of 10,000 or more? (If Yes, you will be required to answer an additional question). This field is mandatory. No

1.a. Has your organization established an accessibility advisory committee as outlined in section 29 of the AODA? This field is mandatory. Yes

1.a. Has your organization established an accessibility advisory committee as outlined in section 29 of the AODA? This field is mandatory. No

2. Are the majority of the members of the committee persons with disabilities? This field is mandatory. Yes

2. Are the majority of the members of the committee persons with disabilities? This field is mandatory. No

3. Has the committee provided advice to council about site plans and drawings (as described in S.41 of the Planning Act) as well as advice on the requirements and implementation of accessibility standards? This field is mandatory. Yes

3. Has the committee provided advice to council about site plans and drawings (as described in S.41 of the Planning Act) as well as advice on the requirements and implementation of accessibility standards? This field is mandatory. No

1

4. Does your organization have written accessibility policies that include a statement of commitment? This field is mandatory. Yes

4. Does your organization have written accessibility policies that include a statement of commitment? This field is mandatory. No

1

5. Does your organization have a document or documents of your accessibility policies publicly available and, on request, provide them in an accessible format? This field is mandatory. Yes

5. Does your organization have a document or documents of your accessibility policies publicly available and, on request, provide them in an accessible format? This field is mandatory. No

1

6. Has your organization established, implemented, maintained and posted a multi-year accessibility plan on your organization’s website? This field is mandatory. Yes

6. Has your organization established, implemented, maintained and posted a multi-year accessibility plan on your organization’s website? This field is mandatory. No

1

7. Has your organization completed a review of its progress implementing the strategy outlined in its accessibility plan and documented the results in an annual status report posted on the organization’s website? This field is mandatory. Yes

7. Has your organization completed a review of its progress implementing the strategy outlined in its accessibility plan and documented the results in an annual status report posted on the organization’s website? This field is mandatory. No

1

8. Did your organization consult with people with disabilities when establishing, reviewing and updating its multi-year accessibility plan? This field is mandatory. Yes

8. Did your organization consult with people with disabilities when establishing, reviewing and updating its multi-year accessibility plan? This field is mandatory. No

1

9. Does your organization provide the appropriate training on the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation and the Human Rights Code as it pertains to persons with disabilities? This field is mandatory. Yes

9. Does your organization provide the appropriate training on the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation and the Human Rights Code as it pertains to persons with disabilities? This field is mandatory. No

1

10. Were all persons that require training trained as soon as practicable? Under Section 7(1) of the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation, the following persons require training: (a) all persons who are an employee of, or a volunteer with, the organization; (b) all persons who participate in developing the organization’s policies; and (c) all other persons who provide goods, services or facilities on behalf of the organization. This field is mandatory. Yes

10. Were all persons that require training trained as soon as practicable? Under Section 7(1) of the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation, the following persons require training: (a) all persons who are an employee of, or a volunteer with, the organization; (b) all persons who participate in developing the organization’s policies; and (c) all other persons who provide goods, services or facilities on behalf of the organization. This field is mandatory. No

1

11. Does your organization provide training in respect of any changes to your accessibility policies on an ongoing basis? This field is mandatory. Yes

11. Does your organization provide training in respect of any changes to your accessibility policies on an ongoing basis? This field is mandatory. No

1

12. Does your organization keep a record of the training provided, including the dates on which the training is provided and the number of individuals to whom it is provided? This field is mandatory. Yes

12. Does your organization keep a record of the training provided, including the dates on which the training is provided and the number of individuals to whom it is provided? This field is mandatory. No

1

13. Does your organization ensure that its public feedback processes are accessible to persons with disabilities by providing or arranging accessible formats or communication supports, upon request, and do you notify the public of this accessible feedback policy? Note: “public” can include customers, clients, third parties, or businesses. This field is mandatory. Yes

13. Does your organization ensure that its public feedback processes are accessible to persons with disabilities by providing or arranging accessible formats or communication supports, upon request, and do you notify the public of this accessible feedback policy? Note: “public” can include customers, clients, third parties, or businesses. This field is mandatory. No

1

14. As of January 1, 2021, do all your organization’s internet websites conform to World Wide Web Consortium Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 Level AA (except for live captions and pre-recorded audio descriptions)? This field is mandatory. Yes

14. As of January 1, 2021, do all your organization’s internet websites conform to World Wide Web Consortium Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 Level AA (except for live captions and pre-recorded audio descriptions)? This field is mandatory. No

1

15. Does your organization notify successful applicants of its policies for accommodating employees with disabilities during offers of employment? This field is mandatory. Yes

15. Does your organization notify successful applicants of its policies for accommodating employees with disabilities during offers of employment? This field is mandatory. No

1

16. Does your organization develop and have in place a written process for the development of documented individual accommodation plans for employees with disabilities? This field is mandatory. Yes

16. Does your organization develop and have in place a written process for the development of documented individual accommodation plans for employees with disabilities? This field is mandatory. No

17. Does your organization provide transportation services? This field is mandatory. Yes

2

17. Does your organization provide transportation services? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV: Transportation standards (opens in a new browser window).

17.a Does your organization conduct employee and volunteer accessibility training on the safe use of accessibility equipment and features of your transportation vehicles? This field is mandatory. Yes

17.a Does your organization conduct employee and volunteer accessibility training on the safe use of accessibility equipment and features of your transportation vehicles? This field is mandatory. No

18. Since your organization last reported on its accessibility compliance, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing off-street parking facilities that it intends to maintain? This field is mandatory. Yes

2

18. Since your organization last reported on its accessibility compliance, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing off-street parking facilities that it intends to maintain? This field is mandatory. No

18.a When constructing new or redeveloping off-street parking facilities that your organization intends to maintain, does it ensure that the off-street parking facilities meet the accessibility requirements as outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. Yes

18.a When constructing new or redeveloping off-street parking facilities that your organization intends to maintain, does it ensure that the off-street parking facilities meet the accessibility requirements as outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. No

19. Since your organization last reported on accessibility compliance, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor play spaces that it intends to maintain? This field is mandatory. Yes

2

19. Since your organization last reported on accessibility compliance, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor play spaces that it intends to maintain? This field is mandatory. No

19.a When constructing new or redeveloping existing outdoor play spaces, did your organization consult with the public and persons with disabilities on the needs of children and caregivers, and if you represent a municipality did your organization consult with the municipal advisory committee where one was established as outlined in s. 80.19 of the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. Yes

19.a When constructing new or redeveloping existing outdoor play spaces, did your organization consult with the public and persons with disabilities on the needs of children and caregivers, and if you represent a municipality did your organization consult with the municipal advisory committee where one was established as outlined in s. 80.19 of the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. No

1

20. Does your organization’s multi-year accessibility plan include procedures for preventative and emergency maintenance of the accessible elements in public spaces, and for dealing with temporary disruptions when accessible elements required under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulations Part IV are not in working order? This field is mandatory. Yes

20. Does your organization’s multi-year accessibility plan include procedures for preventative and emergency maintenance of the accessible elements in public spaces, and for dealing with temporary disruptions when accessible elements required under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulations Part IV are not in working order? This field is mandatory. No

1

21. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for the Information and Communications Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. Yes

21. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for the Information and Communications Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part II: Information and communications standards (opens in a new browser window).

1

22. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for the Employment Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. Yes

22. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for the Employment Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part III: Employment standards (opens in a new browser window).

23. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for Transportation Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. Yes

23. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for Transportation Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV: Transportation standards (opens in a new browser window).

1

24. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for the Customer Service Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. Yes

24. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for the Customer Service Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV.2: Customer service standards (opens in a new browser window).

1

25. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for the Design of Public Spaces Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. Yes

25. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for the Design of Public Spaces Standards under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 101/11 Part IV.1: Design of Public Spaces standards (opens in a new browser window).

1. Does your organization permit people with disabilities who are accompanied by a guide dog or service animal to keep the animal with them, unless otherwise excluded by law? This field is mandatory. Yes

1. Does your organization permit people with disabilities who are accompanied by a guide dog or service animal to keep the animal with them, unless otherwise excluded by law? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80.47: Use of service animals and support persons (opens in a new browser window).

2. If a person with a disability is accompanied by a support person, does your organization ensure that the persons are permitted to enter the premises together and that the person with a disability is not prevented from having access to the support person while on your premises? This field is mandatory. Yes

2. If a person with a disability is accompanied by a support person, does your organization ensure that the persons are permitted to enter the premises together and that the person with a disability is not prevented from having access to the support person while on your premises? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80.47(4): Use of service animals and support persons (opens in a new browser window).

3. Does your organization ensure that the required persons receive training on the accessibility standards for customer service? This field is mandatory. Yes

3. Does your organization ensure that the required persons receive training on the accessibility standards for customer service? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80.49: Training for staff (opens in a new browser window).

4. Has your organization established a process for receiving and responding to feedback on the accessibility of its customer service and does it make information about the feedback process readily available to the public? This field is mandatory. Yes

4. Has your organization established a process for receiving and responding to feedback on the accessibility of its customer service and does it make information about the feedback process readily available to the public? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80.50: Feedback process for providers of goods or services (opens in a new browser window).

5. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements in effect under the Customer Service Standard? This field is mandatory. Yes

5. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements in effect under the Customer Service Standard? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11: Part IV.2: Customer Service Standard (opens in a new browser window).

1. Does your organization notify its employees and the public about the availability of accommodations during the recruitment process? This field is mandatory. Yes

1. Does your organization notify its employees and the public about the availability of accommodations during the recruitment process? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.22 - 24: Recruitment (opens in a new browser window).

2. Does your organization provide employees with updated information about its policies to support employees with disabilities? This field is mandatory. Yes

2. Does your organization provide employees with updated information about its policies to support employees with disabilities? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.25: Informing employees of supports (opens in a new browser window).

3. When requested, does your organization provide employees with disabilities information in an accessible format or with communication supports? This field is mandatory. Yes

3. When requested, does your organization provide employees with disabilities information in an accessible format or with communication supports? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.26: Accessible formats and communication supports for employees (opens in a new browser window).

4. Does your organization prepare individualized workplace emergency response information for employees with disabilities? This field is mandatory. Yes

4. Does your organization prepare individualized workplace emergency response information for employees with disabilities? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.27: Workplace emergency response information (opens in a new browser window).

5. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing recreational trails that you intend to maintain? This field is mandatory. Yes

5. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing recreational trails that you intend to maintain? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV.1: Design of Public Spaces Standards - Definitions (opens in a new browser window).

5.a. Did your organization consult with the public and persons with disabilities prior to constructing new or redeveloping existing recreational trails as outlined in the s.80(8) of the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation (IASR)? This field is mandatory. Yes

5.a. Did your organization consult with the public and persons with disabilities prior to constructing new or redeveloping existing recreational trails as outlined in the s.80(8) of the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation (IASR)? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(8): Consultation, recreational trails (opens in a new browser window).

5.b. Does your organization ensure that its new or redeveloped recreational trails meet the technical requirements as outlined s.80(9) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

5.b. Does your organization ensure that its new or redeveloped recreational trails meet the technical requirements as outlined s.80(9) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(9): Technical requirements for trails (opens in a new browser window).

6. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing beach access routes that you intend to maintain? This field is mandatory. Yes

6. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing beach access routes that you intend to maintain? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV.1: Design of Public Spaces Standards - Definitions (opens in a new browser window).

6.a. Does your organization ensure that its new or redeveloped beach access routes meet the technical requirements as outlined in IASR s.80(10)? This field is mandatory. Yes

6.a. Does your organization ensure that its new or redeveloped beach access routes meet the technical requirements as outlined in IASR s.80(10)? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(10): Technical requirements for beach access routes (opens in a new browser window).

7. Do your new or redeveloped recreational trail and/or beach access routes include boardwalks? This field is mandatory. Yes

7. Do your new or redeveloped recreational trail and/or beach access routes include boardwalks? This field is mandatory. No

7.a. Where new or redeveloped recreational trails and/or beach access routes have a boardwalk, does the boardwalk meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(12) the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

7.a. Where new or redeveloped recreational trails and/or beach access routes have a boardwalk, does the boardwalk meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(12) the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(12): Boardwalks (opens in a new browser window).

8. Do your new or redeveloped recreational trails and/or beach access routes include ramps? This field is mandatory. Yes

8. Do your new or redeveloped recreational trails and/or beach access routes include ramps? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(13): Ramps (opens in a new browser window).

8.a. Where new or redeveloped recreational trails and/or beach access routes have a ramp, does the ramp meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(13) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

8.a. Where new or redeveloped recreational trails and/or beach access routes have a ramp, does the ramp meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(13) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(13): Ramps (opens in a new browser window).

9. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor public use eating areas that you intend to maintain? This field is mandatory. Yes

9. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor public use eating areas that you intend to maintain? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(17): Outdoor public use eating areas, general requirements (opens in a new browser window).

9.a. Does your organization ensure that where they construct or redevelop outdoor public use eating areas that they meet the requirements as outlined in s.80(17) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

9.a. Does your organization ensure that where they construct or redevelop outdoor public use eating areas that they meet the requirements as outlined in s.80(17) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(17): Outdoor public use eating areas, general requirements (opens in a new browser window).

10. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor play spaces that you intend to maintain? This field is mandatory. Yes

10. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor play spaces that you intend to maintain? This field is mandatory. No

10.a. When constructing new or redeveloping existing outdoor play spaces, did your organization consult with the public and persons with disabilities on the needs of children and caregivers as outlined in s.80(19) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

10.a. When constructing new or redeveloping existing outdoor play spaces, did your organization consult with the public and persons with disabilities on the needs of children and caregivers as outlined in s.80(19) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(19): Outdoor play spaces, consultation requirements (opens in a new browser window).

10.b. Did your organization incorporate accessibility features when constructing a new or redeveloping an existing play space as outlined in s.80(20a) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

10.b. Did your organization incorporate accessibility features when constructing a new or redeveloping an existing play space as outlined in s.80(20a) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(20a): Outdoor play spaces, accessibility in design  (opens in a new browser window).

10.c. Does your organization’s new or redeveloped play spaces have a firm ground surface as outlined in s.80(20b) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

10.c. Does your organization’s new or redeveloped play spaces have a firm ground surface as outlined in s.80(20b) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(20b): Outdoor play spaces, accessibility in design (opens in a new browser window).

11. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing exterior paths of travel that you intend to maintain? This field is mandatory. Yes

11. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing exterior paths of travel that you intend to maintain? This field is mandatory. No

11.a. Where applicable, do your newly constructed or redeveloped exterior paths of travel meet the technical and general requirements as outlined in s.80(21) – 80(31) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

11.a. Where applicable, do your newly constructed or redeveloped exterior paths of travel meet the technical and general requirements as outlined in s.80(21) – 80(31) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 80(21) - 80(31): Exterior Paths of Travel (opens in a new browser window).

12. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing off-street parking facilities that you intend to maintain? This field is mandatory. Yes

12. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing off-street parking facilities that you intend to maintain? This field is mandatory. No

12.a. When constructing new or redeveloping off-street parking facilities that you intend to maintain, do you ensure that the off-street parking facilities meet the accessibility requirements as outlined in s.80(32) – 80(37) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

12.a. When constructing new or redeveloping off-street parking facilities that you intend to maintain, do you ensure that the off-street parking facilities meet the accessibility requirements as outlined in s.80(32) – 80(37) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(32) - 80(37): Accessible Parking (opens in a new browser window).

13. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed a new or replaced an existing service counter? This field is mandatory. Yes

13. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed a new or replaced an existing service counter? This field is mandatory. No

13.a Does your organization ensure that new or redeveloped service counters meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(41) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

13.a Does your organization ensure that new or redeveloped service counters meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(41) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 80(41): Service counters (opens in a new browser window).

14. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new fixed queuing guides? This field is mandatory. Yes

14. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new fixed queuing guides? This field is mandatory. No

14.a. Does your organization ensure that new fixed queuing guides for obtaining services meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(42) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

14.a. Does your organization ensure that new fixed queuing guides for obtaining services meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(42) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(42): Fixed queuing guides (opens in a new browser window).

15. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing waiting areas? This field is mandatory. Yes

15. Since January 1, 2017, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing waiting areas? This field is mandatory. No

15.a. Does your organization ensure that new or developed fixed seating waiting areas meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(43) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

15.a. Does your organization ensure that new or developed fixed seating waiting areas meet the technical requirements as outlined in s.80(43) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(43): Waiting areas (opens in a new browser window).

16. Does your organization’s public spaces have accessible elements in place as required under the Design of Public Spaces Standard of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

16. Does your organization’s public spaces have accessible elements in place as required under the Design of Public Spaces Standard of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV. 1: Design of public spaces standards (opens in a new browser window).

16.a. Does your organization’s multi-year accessibility plan include procedures for preventative and emergency maintenance of the accessible elements in public spaces, and for dealing with temporary disruptions when accessible elements are not in working order as outlined in s.80(44) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. Yes

16.a. Does your organization’s multi-year accessibility plan include procedures for preventative and emergency maintenance of the accessible elements in public spaces, and for dealing with temporary disruptions when accessible elements are not in working order as outlined in s.80(44) of the IASR? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s.80(44): Maintenance of accessible elements (opens in a new browser window).

17. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements in effect under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. Yes

17. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements in effect under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11: Integrated Accessibility Standards (opens in a new browser window).

1. Does your organization have policies, practices and procedures on providing goods, services or facilities to persons with disabilities? This field is mandatory. Yes

1. Does your organization have policies, practices and procedures on providing goods, services or facilities to persons with disabilities? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 3: Establishment of accessibility policies (opens in a new browser window).

2. Does your organization have a document or documents of your accessibility policies publicly available and, on request, provide them in an accessible format? This field is mandatory. Yes

2. Does your organization have a document or documents of your accessibility policies publicly available and, on request, provide them in an accessible format? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 3 (3): Establishment of accessibility policies (opens in a new browser window).

3. Has your organization established, implemented, maintained and posted a multi-year accessibility plan? This field is mandatory. Yes

3. Has your organization established, implemented, maintained and posted a multi-year accessibility plan? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 4: Accessibility plans (opens in a new browser window).

4. Has your organization completed a review of its progress implementing the strategy outlined in its accessibility plan and documented the results in an annual status report posted on the organization’s website? This field is mandatory. Yes

4. Has your organization completed a review of its progress implementing the strategy outlined in its accessibility plan and documented the results in an annual status report posted on the organization’s website? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 4 (3): Accessibility plans (opens in a new browser window).

5. Does your organization provide the appropriate training on the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation and the Human Rights Code as it pertains to persons with disabilities? This field is mandatory. Yes

5. Does your organization provide the appropriate training on the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation and the Human Rights Code as it pertains to persons with disabilities? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 7: Training (opens in a new browser window).

6. Were all persons that require training, as described in IASR s. 7(1), trained as soon as practicable? This field is mandatory. Yes

6. Were all persons that require training, as described in IASR s. 7(1), trained as soon as practicable? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 7 (3): Training (opens in a new browser window).

7. Did your organization provide training in respect of any changes to your accessibility policies on an ongoing basis? This field is mandatory. Yes

7. Did your organization provide training in respect of any changes to your accessibility policies on an ongoing basis? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 7 (4): Training (opens in a new browser window).

8. Does your organization keep a record of the training provided under IASR section 7, including the dates on which the training is provided and the number of individuals to whom it is provided? This field is mandatory. Yes

8. Does your organization keep a record of the training provided under IASR section 7, including the dates on which the training is provided and the number of individuals to whom it is provided? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 7 (5): Training (opens in a new browser window).

9. Has your organization established and documented a process to receive and respond to feedback on how its goods or services are provided to persons with disabilities, including actions that your organization will take when a complaint is received? This field is mandatory. Yes

9. Has your organization established and documented a process to receive and respond to feedback on how its goods or services are provided to persons with disabilities, including actions that your organization will take when a complaint is received? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 80.50: Feedback process required (opens in a new browser window).

10. Does your organization have a process to provide accessible formats and communication supports to people with disabilities in a timely manner and at no extra cost? This field is mandatory. Yes

10. Does your organization have a process to provide accessible formats and communication supports to people with disabilities in a timely manner and at no extra cost? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11, s. 12 (1): Accessible formats and communication supports  (opens in a new browser window).

11. Does your organization provide its publicly available emergency procedures, plans or safety information in accessible formats to people with disabilities upon request? This field is mandatory. Yes

11. Does your organization provide its publicly available emergency procedures, plans or safety information in accessible formats to people with disabilities upon request? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11, s. 13: Emergency procedure, plans or public safety information (opens in a new browser window).

12. When requested, does your organization provide employees with disabilities information in an accessible format or with communication supports? This field is mandatory. Yes

12. When requested, does your organization provide employees with disabilities information in an accessible format or with communication supports? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11, s. 26 (1): Accessible formats and communication supports for employees (opens in a new browser window).

13. Does your organization prepare individualized workplace emergency response information for employees with disabilities? This field is mandatory. Yes

13. Does your organization prepare individualized workplace emergency response information for employees with disabilities? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11, s. 27 (1): Workplace emergency response information  (opens in a new browser window).

14. Does your organization develop and have in place a written process for the development of documented individual accommodation plans for employees with disabilities? This field is mandatory. Yes

14. Does your organization develop and have in place a written process for the development of documented individual accommodation plans for employees with disabilities? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11, s. 28 (1): Documented individual accommodation plans (opens in a new browser window).

15.  Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing exterior paths of travel that it intends to maintain? This field is mandatory. Yes

15.  Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing exterior paths of travel that it intends to maintain? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV.1: Design of public spaces standards (opens in a new browser window).

15.a Where applicable, do your newly constructed or redeveloped exterior paths of travel meet the technical and general requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. Yes

15.a Where applicable, do your newly constructed or redeveloped exterior paths of travel meet the technical and general requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 80.21-80.31: Exterior paths of travel (opens in a new browser window).

16. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor public use eating areas? This field is mandatory. Yes

16. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor public use eating areas? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV.1: Design of public spaces standards (opens in a new browser window).

16.a Where applicable, do your newly constructed or redeveloped outdoor public use eating areas meet the general requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. Yes

16.a Where applicable, do your newly constructed or redeveloped outdoor public use eating areas meet the general requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 80.17: Outdoor public use eating areas (opens in a new browser window).

17.  Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor play spaces? This field is mandatory. Yes

17.  Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing outdoor play spaces? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV.1: Design of public spaces standards (opens in a new browser window).

17.a Where applicable, do your newly constructed or redeveloped outdoor play spaces meet the accessibility in design and consultation requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. Yes

17.a Where applicable, do your newly constructed or redeveloped outdoor play spaces meet the accessibility in design and consultation requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 80.19-80.20: Outdoor play spaces (opens in a new browser window).

18. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing off-street parking? This field is mandatory. Yes

18. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing off-street parking? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV.1: Design of public spaces standards  (opens in a new browser window).

18.a Where applicable, does your newly constructed or redeveloped off-street parking meet the requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. Yes

18.a Where applicable, does your newly constructed or redeveloped off-street parking meet the requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 80.34-80.37: Accessible parking (opens in a new browser window).

19. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new service counters, (which includes replacing existing service counters)? This field is mandatory. Yes

19. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new service counters, (which includes replacing existing service counters)? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV.1: Design of public spaces standards  (opens in a new browser window).

19.a Where applicable, do your newly constructed service counters meet the requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. Yes

19.a Where applicable, do your newly constructed service counters meet the requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 80.41-80.42: Obtaining services (opens in a new browser window).

20. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new fixed queuing guides? This field is mandatory. Yes

20. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new fixed queuing guides? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV.1: Design of public spaces standards  (opens in a new browser window).

20.a Where applicable, do your newly constructed fixed queuing guides meet the requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces Standards? This field is mandatory. Yes

20.a Where applicable, do your newly constructed fixed queuing guides meet the requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces Standards? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 80.42: Fixed queuing guides (opens in a new browser window).

21. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing waiting areas? This field is mandatory. Yes

21. Since your organization submitted its most recent accessibility compliance report, has your organization constructed new or redeveloped existing waiting areas? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV.1: Design of public spaces standards (opens in a new browser window).

21.a Where applicable, do your newly constructed waiting areas meet the requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. Yes

21.a Where applicable, do your newly constructed waiting areas meet the requirements outlined in the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 s. 80.43: Waiting areas (opens in a new browser window).

22. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for customer service in effect under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. Yes

22. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with all other requirements for customer service in effect under the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV.2: Customer service standards (opens in a new browser window).

23. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with the requirements of the employment standards? This field is mandatory. Yes

23. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with the requirements of the employment standards? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part III: Employment standards (opens in a new browser window).

24. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with the requirements of the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. Yes

24. Other than the requirements cited in the above questions, is your organization complying with the requirements of the Design of Public Spaces standards? This field is mandatory. No

Read O. Reg. 191/11 Part IV.1: Design of Public Spaces standards (opens in a new browser window).
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